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PREFACE 
5t-tloaHce Spaces play an important role in various fields of Real Analysis, Complex 
Analysis, Functional Analysis and Topology. These are very useful tools in demonstrating 
abstract concepts through constructing examples and counter examples. The topic "Se-
ctuetice Spaces" is very broad in its own sense as one can study from various point of views, 
e.g. Schauder decomposition, o—, .3—, and -% — duals, matrix transformations, measures of 
nctncoinpactness. topological properties and geometric properties. The central theme of the 
present Thesis is to introduce and study some I-Convergent sequence spaces. 
Thc• structure of this text is straightforward. There are eight chapters devoted to the 
various aspects of the theory. Each chapter is divided into sections. The numbers in the 
square brackets refers to the references listed in the bibliography. 
As usual chapter 1, is devoted to the background materials which begins with the no-
tat ions and conventions and some basic definitions which are needed throughout the work. 
This chapter concludes with an introduction to the Ideals which also includes some elemen-
t,uv properties. 
In chapter 2, we introduce the Paranorm Zweier I-convergent sequence spaces Z' (q). Z (q) 
and Z 1,, , q) for q = (q), a sequence of positive real numbers. We study some topological 
properties, prove the decomposition theorem and study some inclusion relations on these 
spaces. 
In chapter 3, we introduce the sequence spaces Z'(nl). Z(M) and Z (M) using the 
()rlicz function M. We study the algebraic properties and inclusion relations on these spaces. 
In chapter -I, for, .r = (xk) be a sequence and let NI be a bounded Orlicz function.\Ve 
prove that .11 is I-pre- Cauchy if and only if 
I—line
k2 
1 E .11(~ X~ i—ail ) =0. 
x 	p 
This implies a theorem due to Connor,Fridy and Kline[10), Vakeel.A.Khan and Q.M.Danish 
Lehiani[391• 
In chapter 5. «•c' introduce the seque►ue spa e BV I and study sc>►ue of the properties 
of this space. 
In chapter 6, we introduce the sequence space BVI (p) for p = (pk), <► se(pu'nc e of 
positive real numbers and study the topological properties and some inclusion relations on 
this space. 
In chapter 7, we introduce the sequence spaces co(f ), c1 (f) and 11 (f) for a modulus 
function f and study some of the properties of these spaces. 
In chapter 8, we introduce the sequence spaces c(  F). e'(F) ar►ci 1;~.(F) for the sequence 
of modulii F = (fx) and study some of the properties of these spaces. 
The thesis ends with a fairly exhaustive bibliography of books and research articles 
consulted for the work. 
CHAPTER 1 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
1 
CHAPTER-1 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
The t ertu sequence has a great role in Analysis. Convergence of sequences has always 
remained a subject of interest to the mathematicians. Several new types of convergence 
of sequences appeared, mt;ny of them are analogous to the statistical convergence. The 
concept of I- convergence gives a unifying approach to such type of convergence. Sta-
tistical convergence has several applications in different fields of 1\Iathematics, Number 
Theory, Trigonometric Series, Sunlniablhty Theory, Probability Theory, Measure Theory, 
Opt ilnization and Approximation Theory. The notion of Ideal convergence corresponds to 
it ;;elleralization of the statistical convergence. 
NOTATIONS 
= The set of all natural numbers. 
Ifs := The set of all real numbers. 
C : = The se.t. of all complex numbers. 
lim : meads lim 
A 
sup : means Sup. 
k 	 k>1 
inf : means inf, unless otherwise stated. 
k 	 k>1 
Y- : means summation over k = 1 to k = x, unless otherwise stated. 
t 
1 : = l •r,t ). the S(cl1iPnCC whose k term iS Xk. 
"One cannot escape the feeling that these mathematical formulae have an independent 
existence and an intellegence of their own, that they are wiser than we are, wiser even than 
their discoverers, that we get more out of them than we originally put into them." 
9 := (0, 0.0, .....), the zero sequence. 
ek := (0,0. ... 1, 0, 0, ..), the sequence whose k Ih component. is 1 and others are 
zeroes, for all k E N. 
e :_ (1, 1. 1, 1,......). 
p :_ (ph), the sequence of strictly positive reals. 
w := {x = (xk) : Xk E R (or C)}, the space of all sequences, real or complex. 
l: {xEw:>Ix k I <00} 
k 
l x :_ {x E u' : sup IxkI < oc}, the space of bounded sequences. 
k 
co :_ {x E w : liIII Ixkl = 0}, the space of null sequences. 
k 
c :_ {x E W : lim:ck = 1, for some I E C}, the space of convergent sequences. k 
l,o, co, c are Banach spaces with the usual norm 
I'II = s"P Ixkl• 
k 
11 :_ {a = (ak) : E Ixkl < oo}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
k 
u,OC := {x E w : sup n E IxkI < oo}, the space of strongly Cescro-bowldeci 
	
Ti 	k 
sequences. 
wu :_ {x E u : Iiln"F_ Ixkl = 0}, the space of strongly Cesaro-null sequences. n 	k  
1P:={xEvw:>Ixkll'<oc},0<p<cc. 
k 
u!p :={xEw:lint 	— li P  = 0; for some I E C}. n k  
In the case 1 < p < oc, the space l a, and u,p are Banach spaces no)rtned by 
IIx 	(Eixk'yii =  
2 
3 
and 
= 	
( it 
n \ 1
IxII 	sup 1EIXkIN I P J 
k=1 
respw (tivelV. If 0 < 1) < 1. then 1, and up are complete p-normed spaces, p-normed by 
respectively. 
The following suhspaces of it were first introduced and discussed by Maddox [59] and 
Simons 1761; 
/(n) _ {T E W : : i'k.V < x} 
k 
1 c(P) _ {x E •u' : sup IXk!pk < ~C}. 
k 
c(p) :_ {x E 'u7 : litre ixk — Ilpk = 0, for some I E C}. 
k 
eolp) :_ {x E zr : line ;Xkk = 0}. 
{x E w: sup( 	IxkIpk) <}. 
k 	k=] 
n 
w(p) :_ {x E w : lim(n F- xk — Ilpk) = 0, for some I E Cl. 
k=1 
wo(p) _ {x E w : lim(aI IXklpk ) = 0}. 
k-1 
Let p = (Pk) be bounded. Then c(p) is a linear metric space paranortned by: 
91(x) = sup ]2k15, 
k 
4 
where Al = max(1,suppk). 1(p) and c(p) are paranormed by q1(x) defined above if and 
k 
only if inf Pk > 0. l(p) and w(p) are paranormed by: 
92(X) _ (l.rA.l) 
Remark 1.1. If Pk = p, for all k, then l(p) = 1, co(p) = co, c(p) = c, l(p) = I and 
w(p) = u'r. 
Definition 1.2. [59] A paranorm is a function g : X —> R which satisfies the following 
axioms: for any .r, y, xo E X, A, Ao E C, 
[i 19(e) = 0; 
[ii ] g(x) = 
[iii [ 9(x + J) 5 9(x) + 9(y); 
[iv ] the scalar multiplication is continuous, that is A -# Ao, x --> :r;o imply ).r —. Aoxo. 
In other words, 
IA — Aol — 0, 	g(x — xo) —4 0 	imply 	g(Ax — Aoxo) — 0. 
A paranornied space is a linear space X with a paranornt g and it is written as (X, g). 
Any function g which satisfies all the conditions [i]-[iv] together with the condition 
(v) g(x)=0 if onlyifx=0, 
is called a total paranornm on X and the pair (X, g) is called total paranormed space. 
Example 1.3. 1p is totally paranormed for any p = ( pk) E l x,. 
Definition 1.4. [75] Let X and Y be two nonempty subsets of the space u'. Let A = (a„k), 
(n.k — 1.2......) be an infinite matrix with elements of real or complex numbers. 
5 
\Ve write 
A(x) = Y- unkXk, 
k 
provided the series converges. Then Ax = (A„(r)) is called the A-transform of x. 
Also 
um Ax = lim A(x) 
whenever it exists 1751. If x E X implies Ax E Y, we say that A defines a (matrix) trans-
formation from X into Y and we denote it by A : X —* Y. By (X, Y) we mean the class of 
matrices A that maps X into Y. 
Let. 1,, and c denote the Banach spaces of bounded and convergent sequences x = (xk), 
with complex terms, respectively, norrned by 
#k. = sup Ixkl, 
k 
where k E N. Let a be an injection of the set of positive integers N into itself having no finite 
orbits that is to say, if and only if, for all k = 0, j = 0, a3 (k) A k and T' he the operator 
defined on l,, by (T(xk)t.1 ) _ (X,( k ) ) t • 
A continuous linear functional o on 1 is said to be an Invariant mean or a-mean if 
and only if 
(i ) 0(x) > 0 when the sequence x = (xk) has xk > 0 for all k 
[ii ' O(e) = 1. where 	= {1, 1. 1........} and 
[iii Q(x k ) 	( x) for all x E l,. 
If . = (.r ;; ) write T.r = ( T.rk) = ( xa(k))• It can be shown that 
{ .r
l
_ 	= i a'k) : 	t,,,k(x) = L uniformly in k, L = a — lirax } 	[1.1]  _i 111 
wVhere ni > 0.i ? 0. 
Xk + X(k) + .... + 17 m(k 
tmk(x) = 	nt+1 	 and t_ ik 0. 
;here o"'(k) denote the mth iterate of a(k) at k. In the case o is the translation mapping 
•(k) = k + 1 is often called a Banach limit and l',. the set of bounded sequences of all 
chose invariant means are equal, is the set of almost convergent sequence. Subsequently 
avariant means have been studied by Ahmad and Mursaleen [1), Mursaleen [61-62], Rainii 
[67] and many others. 
Definition 1.5. [63] A continuous function Al : R — R is called convex if 
u+r 	M11(u)+A1(i) 2 AI 	2 	< 	 for all u, i <_ 1fF. 
If in addition, the two sides of above are not equal for it # t', then we call f to he 
strictly convex. 
Definition 1.6. [57, 63] A continuous function Al : R —> R is said to he uniformly convex 
if for any f > 0 and any no > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that 
) 	l~I(u)+M(z•) 
M 
(u± 1" 2 	<(l—d)~ 	~ 	for all u,c•'R: 
satisfying ku — vl > e max{ lui, jv] } > fuo. 
Remark 1.7. If M is convex function and 11(0) = 0, then .1I( \x) < AM(x) for all A wit ii 
0<A<1. 
Definition 1.8. An Orlicz function is a function M : 10, oc) —+ [0, oc) which is continuous, 
uondecreasing and convex with 111(0) = 0, M(x) > 0 for x > 0 and M(x) —► oo, as .r ; x. 
If convexity of M is replaced by M(r. + y) < M(x) -t .11(y), then it is called a Modulus 
function, defined and discussed by Nakano [63], Ruckle [68-70]. 
7 
An Orlicz function M can always be represented in the following integral form 
111(.c) _ J q(t )dt, where rt is known as the kernel of Al, is right differentiable for 
	
t > 0. rt(0) = 0. q(t) > 0, r is non-decreasing and i (t) --r oc as t 	oc. 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [57] used the idea of Orlicz sequence space: 
I  111:= xE a :yA1 lk ) < . for some f, >U
1
; 
which is a Banach space with the norm 
( 	X 	l 
inf(P>0 ~,11CV) <1}. 
l 	JJJ 
Remark 1.9. An Orlicz function satisfies the inequality 
M(Ax) < AM(:) for all A with 0 < A < 1. 
For more details on Orlicz sequence spaces we refer to 157], [42-49]. 
Definition 1.10. An Orlicz function Al is said to satisfy the Q2 — condition (M E 
-A . t<>r short) if there exist constant K > 2 and up > 0 such that 
%i(2u) < K111(u) 
whe'ne'ver ui < tu0. 
Definition 1.11. Let .1 = (Ak) be a sequence of non-zero scalars. Then for E a sequence 
space, The Multiplier Sequence E(A), associated with the multiplier sequence A is defined as 
E(.~) = {(xk) E to : (AkXk) E E}. 
Dl'fioit ion 1.12. 13) 13,utach limit L is a linear function on lx such that 
[i I L(x)>0ifx,.20,k>0; 
[ii ]L(Dx) = L(x) for all x E 1: 
[iii ]L(e) = 1; where e = {1, 1, 1...}; 
where D is a shift operator on S (set of all sequences of real or complex numbers), 
D{x„} = {x1+1 }. 
Definition 1.13. A sequence :r. = ( xk) E lx is called Almost Convergent [58, Lorentz 
19.18] if all Banach limits of x coincide. c. co denote the set of sequences which are almost 
convergent and almost convergent to zero respectively. 
[58, Lorentz 19481 proved that 
r 	1 " 
	
e = S x = (xi) : lim 1 	X ç exists. uniforIllly in .S 
I n— o7! 
k=1 
Statistical convergence is a generalization of the usual notion of convergence that. par-
allels the usual theory of convergence. The concept of Statistical conuergence was first 
introduced by Fast [13] and also independently by Schoenberg [74] for real and complex 
sequences. 
Definition 1.14. [50] A sequence x = (x) is called Statistically Convergent to L if 
lim1Ik•:l:r,t —Lj>e,k<nJ=0; fl n  
where the vertical bars indicate the number of elements in the set. 
Remark 1.15. A sequence which converges statistically need not be coiivergent. 
9 
Example 1.16. Define the sequence x = ( xk) by 
k, 	if k = n2, n E N. 
U, 	otherwise . 
and let L = 0. Then 
{kErl "xk—Ll >E} C {1,4,9,16,..... 2 ,...}. 
We have that 
d({k E N :Ixk — LI > E}) = 0, for every E > 0. 
This implies that the sequence (xk) converges statistically to zero. But the sequence (xk) 
does not converge to L. 
Remark 1.17. A sequence which converges statistically need not be bounded. 
.f((6,[8-9, j10. [12,[21 281. 39-41,42-49.) 
Asymptotic and Logarithmic Density 1.18. If A C , then X,t denotes characteristic 
fruit tion of the set A. i.c. 
X1t(k)=1 	if kEA 
and 
XA(k)=0 if kE71—A. 
Put 
d(A) =  
x_1 
O(A) = R 	XA(k),  S A-1 k 
«•iirre 
Then the n unbers 
d(A) = lirn inf d„(A), 
It-- CCi 
I g AIdult d -- g'i v[ tlt] 
'I 3 g n v AJdun 1 D g'd[ ll] 
`I 3 0 [ !l 
J x UI pnapl tiv. aq oa pies st X Jo slasgns Jo X Z I 	y '$ # X laq 6v1 uo13tutjaQ 
•~ue2suoa s1aln3 at{z Si A. aaatlM 
I=y 
u 
x~u)0+A+uu7= i3-us 
u 
EInimoJ 
UMbtly 	tl1 o.t :Illpa) '[i'0] lun1)2in atp o 	uolaq (V)g'(v)2*(v)9 ,(v)p'(v)p'(V)P 
siagiunu aqZ •(v)9 = (y)p pu>? II aM sty sisixa (y)g uagl 'slstxa (y)p J! aauag 
(v)p > (V)v > (v)4 5 (v)15 
'r 5 v una aoj 1egj 'pauJ umou~[ liaM st 
it 	 V J° 	' U I) .)iUIj i1t OI puIB x joiduL qv i mi'; pallY.J a38 (v)Q puu (v)p Uaip 
ooI—u 
= (d)"Q urtl 
Pula 
W+-u 
`(V)p = (y)UP tutt 
s'stxa 0.10111 JI •XIAi:)adsa.I 'y Jo tsuap )tuIttflol .Iaddn puY aaMol aq4 pallYa axe 
ocru 
`(y)"g (his tali = (v)P 
oc4u Jut ail[ = (v)P 
saaquinu a ll 
I."Innt5 '( 
	
	 `b Jo tsuap 3ioldut1fs8 iaddn puu .Iamoj aqj pajjua a.Iu 
oc u 
`(y)u p this Ulii = (v)p 
0T 
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An ideal is called non-trivial if X ¢ I while an admissible ideal I further satisfies 
I for each x E X. 
Definition 1.20. Let X ~ o. A non-empty class S C 2X of subsets of X is said to be 
1 iltf_r in X if 
[1 ] 0(1.c; 
[ii ]A. B E .0 imply A B E L'; 
[iii ,A=L.BCAimplv13 	 I". 
The following Proposition expresses the relation between the notions of Ideals and Fil-
ter. 
Proposition 1.21. Let I be a non-trivial ideal in X. X # i . Then the class 
£(1) = {MCX :BAEI:M=X—A}, 
is a filter on X. 
The concept of statistical convergence and the study of similar type of convergence 
leads to the introduction of the notion of I-convergence of sequences. The notion gives a 
unifying look at, niaziy types of convergence related to statistical convergence. 
Definition 1.22. Let I be a non-trivial ideal in S. A sequence X = Xk of real numbers is 
:.u(l to LUr I-convergent to E : if for every e > 0 the set 
.4('e)—{k:jxk—~I>E}EI. 
If x = (Xk) is I-convergent to we write I — lim xk = and the number is called the 
1-limit. of .r = ('k). 
The concept of I-convergence satisfies some usual axioms of convergence 
listed below : 
12 
[i ] Every stationary sequence x = (~, ...............) I-converges to . 
[ii ] The uniqueness of limit: If I — lim x = ~ and I — lim :r. = r~, then _ 
[iii J If I — liras = ~, then for each subsequence y of x we have I — litu y = ~. 
[iv ] If each subsequence y of a sequence x has a subsequence z I-convergent to , then x 
is I-convergent to . 
Examples of Ideals 1.23. 
[i ] Jo = (.This is the minimal non-empty non-trivial ideal in X. A sequence is 1f) con-
vergent if and only if it is constant. 
[ii I Let q 	Al C N, Al # N. LetIMM = 2'L1. Then Itt is a non trivial ideal in N. A 
sequence x = (xk) is hr-convergent if and only if it is constant on N-M. 
[iii ] Let I f denotes the class of all finite subsets of 11C. Then I f is an admissible ideal in 
:A and 11-convergence coincides with the usual convergence in 1f8. 
(iv } Let. 
Id= {ACX':d(A)=0}. 
Then Id is an admissible ideal in 	and Id-convergence coincides with the statistical 
convergence. 
[v ] Let 
Ib = {A 	: d(A) = 0}. 
13 
Then I i., an admissible ideal in .'F and we call the Is-convergence the logarithmic 
statistical convergence. 
[vi j The examples [iv' and V1 can be generalised by choosing c„ > 0, such that 
,1=1 
=+oo. 
Putting 
E c= 
s<m,iEA 
h,rt(A) = 	ni 	(n1=1,2,3......) 
z=1 
Denote by h(A) the lim,,,._ . h,,,(A). Then 
1h = {A C,1G : h(A) =0}, 
is an admissible ideal in I and Id and Ia-convergence are special cases of I,, conver-
gence. 
[vii ; Let. u( A) denotes the uniform density of the set A. Then 
I, = {A C I n(A) = 0}. 
is all admissible ideal in .T and I„-convergence will be called the uniform statistical 
convergence. 
[viii Let. T = (tn,k) be a 11011-negative regular matrix, then for each A C N the series 
x 
d(A) = ~tn.kin(k) 	(n=1,2,3......) 
k=1 
(converge if there exist 
dT(A) = inn (n) (A). 
Then d7-(A) is called the T-density of A. Putting 
Id,.={AC1.:dTT(A)=0}, 
14 
then IdT is an admissible ideal in i . 
[ix ] Let t- be a finite additive measure defined on a class U of subsets of tF which contain~ 
all finite subsets of 11G and v({n}) = 0 for each n. E .lG. r(A) < i'(B) if A. B 	U, 
A C B. Then 
It, ={AC 	v(A)=0} 
is an admissible ideal in 1A. 
[x [ Let µ,,, : 2' -; [0,1],m=1,2..... be finitely additive measures defined on 2-~ . If there 
exists 
µ(A) = lim µ,(A). 
m -40Q 
then u(A) is called the measure of A. Then 
I N = {AC:F:p(A)=0}, 
is an admissible ideal in X. 
[xi ] Let 
00 
N=U DC , 
?=i 
be a decomposition of N (i.e Dt; fl Dr =   for k # 1). Assume that D.(j = 1.2..... 
are infinite sets. Choose D3 = {22-1(2s - 1) : s = 1,2...}. Denote by 3 the class of 
all A C XV such that A intersects only a finite number of D. Then it is easy to see 
that j is an admissible ideal in .. 
[xii ] The concept of density p of sets A C 1A is axiomatically introduced. Using this 
concept we can define the ideal 
{:1c.F:p(A)=0}. 
and obtain Ia-convergence as a generalization of statistical convergence. 
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Relation between I-Convegeuce and p-statistical Convergence 1.24. 
"I'hRe approach of Connor[ -9] to generalization of statistical convergence is based on 
using a finite addititive measure p. defined on the field r of subsets of X with p({k}) = 0 
for each k c A' and such that A. B E F. A C B implies p(A) < µ(B). If we put 
I={AEr.p(A)=0}, 
then it is easy to verify that. I is an admissible Ideal in 	and 
L(I) = {B c  : µ(B) = 1}. 
Conversely, if I is an admissible Ideal in I, then we put 
I' - I 	.e(I). 
'I'lien I' is it field (Algebra) of subsets of X. Define 1.1: I, —> {0. 1} as follows: 
p(AI) = 0 if Al E I 
= 1 if Al E C(I). 
Now it is easy to see that I £'(I) = (b and p({k}) = 0. Also the monotonity and addi-
tivit.y of p is preserved. Hence these two approaches towards generalization of statistical 
covergence seem to be equivalent in such a sense that each of them can be replaced by the 
other 
Flin(Iamental arithmatical properties of I-convergence 1.25. 
1-Convergence has arithniatical properties similar to the properties of the usual con-
vergence. 
Theorem 1.26. Let I he a non-trivial ideal in 
(i) If I 	liccu .r„ — ~, I — lim y„ = 11, theta I — 1itn(r,l + y,t) = ~ + I/. 
(ii) If I 	lime„ _ ~, I — bin Jn = l], then I — liin(.r .yW ) = ~.r~. 
16 
(iii) If I is an admissible ideal in .1C, then lirn 	x = F implies I - urn x„ = ~. 
Definition 1.27. A sequence (xk) E w is said to be I-convergent to a number L if for every 
f>0. {kEN 	—LI>E}eI.In this case we write I—lim.ck=L. 
The space cl of all I-convergent sequences to L is given by 
cl ={(xk)C-w:{k EN:~xk—Lj>e}E I. forsomeL d}'. 
Definition 1.28. A sequence (xk) E w is said to be I-null if L = 0 .Iti this case we write 
I — ]nn 5k_ 0. 
Definition 1.29. A sequence (xk) E w is said to be I-cautchy if for every e > 0 there exists 
a number m = m(e) such that {k E 1P : Ix* — x„:I ? e} E I. 
Definition 1.30. A sequence (xk) E w is said to be I-bounded if there exists 
\I >0 such that {k E N : IxkI > M} E I. 
Definition 1.31. A map Il defined on a domain D C X i.e ti : D C X — ~~ is said to 
satisfy Lipschitz condition if 4h(x) — h(y)( < Kjx — t/( where K is known as the Lipschitz 
constant.The class of K-Lipschitz functions defined on D is denoted by ti E (D. K). 
Definition 1.32. A convergence field of I-covergence is a set 
F(I)={x=(xk)El 	thereexistsI — IimsER}. 
The convergence field F(I) is a closed linear subspace of l,c, with respect to the supreuunn 
norm, F(I) = n e 
Define a function h : F(I) —+ R such that n(x) = I — liui:c. for all .r E F(I ). theta the 
function h.: F(I) —* 	is a Lipschitz function. 
Definition 1.33. A sequence space E is said to be solid or normal if (cOkxt; ) E E whenever 
(.rk) E E and for all sequence (.V of scalars with lnk! < 1 for all k E!A. 
17 
llefinition 1.34. A -wquence space E is said to he a sequence, algebra if 
(.rk) * ( Yk) = (x-kyk) E E 	whenever (Xk), (Yk) E E. 
Definition 1.35. A sequence space E is said to be covergencefree if (yk) E E whenever 
E and J k - () implies ilk = 0. 
Definition 1.36. A sequence space E is said to be symmetric if (xk) E E implies 
i.r.,.x..) ,-7 E where - is a perlootat.ion on JP. 
Definition 1.37. A sequence space E is said to he monotone if it contains the canonical 
preilnages of its step spaces (c.f.[5), [11],[18],[21-28[, [29-38J,[39-41],[42-40], [50], [51], [66], 
:71-72], 771. (Th-S0[.[S2[,[83]). 
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CHAPTER-2 
ON PARANORrI ZWEIER. I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Tlii' fullowiug subspaces of ,' were first introduced and discussed by Maddox [59) 
f(p) := {x E uC : > IXkl pk  < x'}, 
k 
lx(P) := {1: E w : "up 1XkIPk < oo}, 
k 
c(p) := {x E w : 1ixn xk — 1Ir4 = 0, for some 1 E , 
Co(p) := {.'Ew:1mk lxkl pk = 0, }, 
where p = (Pk) is a sequence of striclty positive real numbers. 
After then Lascarides[55-56) defined the following sequence spaces : 
l{p} :_ {x E w : there exists r > 0 such that sup Ixkr!Nktk < oo}, 
k 
co{p} :_ {x E L,.' : there exists r > 0 such that bin IxkrINktk = 0, }, 
x 
1{p} := {x E w : there exists r > 0 such that >2 jxkrlt'ktk < oc}, 
k=I 
Where tk = p', for all k E N. 
.. In most sciences one generation tears down what another has built and what one has 
established another undoes. In mathematics alone each generation builds a new story to the 
old structure."- Hankel. 
9C 
Let A and p be two sequence spaces and A = (ank) is an infinite matrix of real or 
complex numbers ank, where n., k E 11G. Then we say that A defines a matrix mapping from 
A to p, and we denote it by writing A : A —> /L. If for every sequence x = (1k) E A the 
sequence Ax = { (Ax)„ }, the A transform of x is in y, where 
(Ax)„ _ Y, (1„k1A, 	(n E 1F). 	 [2.1] 
x 
By (A : ~~), we denote the class of matrices A such that A : A --► ;,.. Thus, A E (A : p.) if 
and only if series on the right side of [2.1] converges for each it E 1F and every x E A. 
The approach of constructing the new sequence spaces by means of the matrix domain 
of a particular limitation method have been recently employed by A1tav,Ba§ar and Mur-
saleen[2], Ba§ar and Altay[4], Malkowskv[60],Ng and Lee[64] and Wang[81]. 
$engoniil[75] defined the sequence y = (y,) which is frequently used as the ZT' transform 
of the sequence x = (x,) i.e. 
y, = px, + (1 - p)x1-i 
where x_ i = 0,p 1, 1 <p < oo and Zp denotes the matrix ZP = (zip; ) defined by 
p, 	(i=k) 
= 1-p, 	(i-1=k); (i,kEll1') 
0, otherwise. 
Following Basar and Altay[4], $engoniil[75] introduced the Zweier sequence spaces Z 
and ZO as follows : 
Z={x=(1k)Ew:Zt'rEc}; 
Zo= {X=(xk) Ew: ZpxEca}. 
Here we quote below some of the results due to $engonul 1751 which we will need in 
order to establish the results of this chapter. 
Theorem 1.1.1.[75, Theorem 2.1] The sets Z and Z0 are the linear spaces with the co-
ordinate wise addition and scalar multiplication which are the BK-spaces with the north 
[lxUZ = IIxI]z = IIZ~~.~~H . 
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Theorem 1.1.2.[75, Theorem 2.2] The sequence spaces S and Zo are linearly isomorphic 
to the space., c and ce respectively, i.e 2 = c and Zo = ca. 
Theorem 1.1.3. [75, Theorem 2.3] The inclusions Ze C Z strictly hold for p # 1. 
Theorem 1.1.4. [75, Theorem 2.6] Z is solid. 
Theorem 1.1.5.(75, Theorem 3.6) Z is not a solid sequence space. 
The concept of statistical convergence was first introduced by Fast[13] and also inde-
pendently by Buck [6) and Schoenberg [74] for real and complex sequences. Further this 
cone ept was studied by Connor[8-9). Connor,Fridy and Kline[10] and many others. Statis-
tical convergence is a generalization of the usual notion of convergence that parallels the 
usual theory of convergence. 
The notion of I-convergence is it generalization of the statistical convergence. At the 
initial stage it was studied by Kostyrko,Salát,Wilczynski(51}. Later on it. was studied by 
Salt, Tripathy and Ziman[71-72]; Deinirci[11); Tripathy and Hazarika[78-80] and Khan and 
F,badullah(29-38 . 
The following Lemma will be used for establishing some results of this chapter 
Lemma 1.1.6. If I C 2.\' and MCN. If M I, then NInN I(see[78-80)). 
Recently Khan and Ehadullah [38) introduced the following classes of sequence spaces : 
1 
	
2 = {(xk) E w : {k 	E 	I — licnZNx = L for some L}} E I; 
2o={(xk)Ew: {kEX:1— limZPx=O}} el; 
Z' = {( xk) E : {kEliY:supTZ"xIDc}} E 1. 
k 
We also denote by 
in2 =Z,nz/ 
I 	1 	1 mA =2,o nZo . 
In this chapter we introduce the following classes of sequence spaces : 
Z1(q) = {(xk) E w : {k E fA : IZPx - LI Qk > E} E 1. for some LE C}: 
Z(  q) = {( xk) E w : { k EN : IZa'xl 4" > e} ` 1}; 
Z(q) = {( xk) E w 	 < oo }. 
k 
We also denote by 
inf?(9) = Z' (q) n 
mz0 (9) = Z(4) n 
,here q = (qk), is a sequence of positive real numbers. 
Throughout the chapter, for the sake of convinence we will denote by 
'px = x/, Zpy = y!. Zpz = z/ for all x, y, z E w. 
nd 
nd 
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2.2. Main Results. 
Theorem 2.2.1. The classes of sequences 31(q), Z (q), rn (q) and rnZ0 (q) are linear 
Proof. We shall prove the result for the space Z1(q). The proof for the other spaces will 
follow ,iiuilarly. 
Let (.r{;), (yk1 E Z1(q and let ek„3 be scalars. Then for a given f > 0 we have 
{k:. 	1.—L1 I`a> E 
21111 
for someLI E4 }E1; 
F 
{k c- X : qA — L2l`A > 	for some L2 E C } E 1; 
— 2.112 . 
where 
1411 = Drnai{1, supIoI }; 
k 
M2 = Dniax{l , sup 1010 }; 
k 
D = rna.r.{1,21/-1 1 where H = supgk > 0. 
Let 
	
A1 = { k E .!C .r — L, l q,, < 	1 for some L1 E C} E I; 
I 
A2={k=X: 1IR—L21'I: <211~ for some L2EC}El; 
he such that A1..42 E 1. Thep 
A3 = {k Er:  I(axk +Øy) — (aL1 +L2)) <f} 
e 
{k El: 	— L I I9k < 2:111 jajgID} 
n{k EI : ~ A31gk~.yk _ L2 -,k <  
2A1•l 
Thus .1 = A`i ) A2 E 1. Hence (axk + 3yk) E Z1(q). Therefore Z t (q) is a linear space. 
The rest. of the result, follows s>>nililarly. 
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Theorem 2.2.2. Let (qk) E Imo. Then rn2(q) and in.;o(q) are paranUnne(l spaces, para-
normed by 
	
9(x) = SUPIXkl , 	where M = max{1, sup q,,}. 
k 	 k 
Proof. Let x = (xk),J = ('Jk) E nt'(q)• 
[i] Clearly. g(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
[ii) g(x) = g(—x) is obvious. 
[iii] Since 	< 1 and Al > 1,using Minkowski's inequality we have 
sup Ixk + ykI M <_ suP IXkI f + SU 1Jk M, 
k 	k 	k 
[iv] Now for any complex A we have (Ak) such that Ak 	A, (k —* ac). Let xk E m(q) 
such that xk — LIQk > e. Therefore, 
g(x — Lc) = sup :r.k — LI3 <_ sup I:ckl4 + sill) ILIA 
k 	k 	k 
where c = (1, 1. 1.....).Hence 
g(Anxk — AL) < g(fln•Tk) + g(AL) = An.(X) + Ag(L), 
as k —. oc. Hence ni l (q) is a paranormed space. The rest of the result follows 
similarly. 
Theorem 2.2.3. m2(q) is a closed subspace of i~(q). 
Proof. Let (xv) be a Cauchy sequence in m(q) such that x 1"! --> a:. 
We show that x E m2(q). 
Since (xkn) ) E ml (q), then there exists a„ such that 
{k = -' : I.rt"1 — a.,, I > e} E I. 
25 
We need to show that 
jig (a„) converges to a. 
[ii If U = {k E :ll' : lax - aj < e}, their U` E 1. 
(ij Since (,7e 1 is a Cauchy sequence in nac (q) then for a given e > 0, there exists ko E lA 
such that. 
sup IxA — xk11 I < 3, 	for all n,i > ko 
For a given e > 0, we have 
={kEN ixk i -zk'1,<3}, 
B,={kE:A:,.c-ai l< 3}, 
- 
Then B.B;,B E I. 
Let 
Bc = B t, f1 Bi r) B t, 
Wilere 
B=(keN: a,—a„1<r}. 
Then B” c_ 1. We choose k0 E B`,then for each n, i > ko, we have 
{k El: a: -a l<E 	{k EX-.JXk ~-aii<3} 
E 
{kEJA: 1x(71)-4 !<3} 
{k El : Ixk -(L„I < 3}. 
Then (a„) is a Cauchy sequence of scalars in C. so there exists a scalar a E C such that 
a„ -~ a, as n -a oo. 
[ii] Let 0 < ci < 1 he given. Then we show that if 
U={kEIJi: IXk—aI9k <d}, 
then U` E I. Since x(n) —> x, then there exists qp E 1G such that 
P = {k E N : 	— xI <()M}. 	 [2.2) 
Which implies that P` E I. 
The number qo can he so chosen that together with [2.2), we have 
Q = {k E5: lago — ajvk  
such that Q` E I 
Since 
{k EN:jX ( QO ) —a.1">6}El. 
Then we have a subset S of lA such that S` E 1, where 
S = {k E iA : X(qo) _ ag0I 9&- < 
Let 
U` = P` n Q` n Sc. 
where 
U = {kEJ : Xk --allk <S}. 
Therefore for each k E U`, we have 
{k E lA : Ixk — 	{k E IlV : 	) — a.)qk < (3D 
n{kE1A:Ix' 0` —~i,r~ v' <(.6 )M} 
.3D 
n{kEi :la,,a —al's"  
Then the result follows. 
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Since the inclusions m~(q) C l(q) and rnza (q) C l(q) are strict so in view of Theo-
rein 2.2.3 we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2.4. The spaces ml (q) and in(q) are nowhere dense subsets of l~(q). 
Theorem 2.2.5. The spaces m(q) and ml (q) are not seperable. 
Proof. We shall prove the result for the space ml (q). The proof for the other spaces will 
follow similarly. 
Let 11 be an infinite subset of ,T of increasing natural numbers such that M E I. Let 
	
( 1, 	if k E All, 
(/k = Sl 2, otherwise. 
Let 
Pp = I(:rk) : a:k = 0 or 1, for k E Al and Xk = 0, otherwise}. 
Clearly 10 is uncountable. Consider the class of open balls 
B1={B(z 2).z`Po}. 
Let. C1 be an opeti cover of in' (q) containing Bl . SInce Bl is uncountable, so Cl cannot 
be reduced to a countable subcuver for nil (q). Thus n4(q) is not seperable. 
Theorem 2.2.6. Let G = sup qk < oo and I an admissible ideal. Then the following are 
k 
equivalent : 
[a 1 (Xk) E Z1(q); 
[b 1 there cexists(yk) E 2(q) such that xk = yk, for a.a.k.r.I; 
[c. ] there exists(yk) E 2(q) and (xk) E 2(q) such that Xk = yk + Zk for all k E .F and 
[d ] there exists a subset 
K = (k i < k2.... } of 	. 
such that K E If I) and 
lim Tk„ - LI (,k° = 0. n-400 
Proof. 
[aj implies (b). 
Let (xk) E Z'(q). Then there exists L E C such that 
{k Ej : Ix;-- L1Qk >e}El. 
Let (m,) be an increasing sequence with me E i such that 
{k<mr :Ix'-LIgk >t-'}E I. 
Define a sequence (Yk)  as 
yk=xk, 	for all 	k<rnl . 
For ms <k<mt 1 ,t EN, 
X. 	if Ix k — LIgk < t -1  
L. otherwise. 
Then (Yk) E Z(q) and form the following inclusion 
{k < m, : xk # yk} C 	 I. 
We get Xk = yk, for a.a.k.r.I. 
[hl implies [c]. 
For (xk) E Z1(q). Then there exists (Yk)  E Z(q) such that xk = t/k, for a.a.k.r.I. Let 
K = {k `X, : Xk Yk}. 
28 
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then k -- 1. Define a sequence (zk) as 
frk—yk, 	if kEK, 
0, 	 otherwise. 
Then Zk E Z(q) and Yk E Z(q). 
[CI implies [dj. 
Suppose [c] holds. Let e > 0 be given. Let 
Pi = {k 	: Izkl 9i  > E} El, 
and 
K=Pi ={ki <k2<k3<...}E C(I). 
Then we have 
lim !X /A — LIgA- = 0. n-+oc 
[d] implies [a]. 
Let 
K ={k 1 <k2<k3<...}E£(I) 
liin ',x /  — LI9k- = 0.  
it -* OG 
Then for any c > 0. and Lelnnla 1.1.6, we have 
{kEi:Iz 	>e }9K`u{kEK:Ixk—L1`"` >e}. 
Thus (xk) C Z1 (4)• 
Theorem 2.2.7. Let It = inf qk and G = supgk. Then the following results are 
k 	 k 
equivalent.. 
[a}G< c and h>0. 
[b l Zo(q) = Z . 
Proof. Suppose that G < x and It > 0, then the inequalities 
Hain{1,sh } <s`!k <rnax{1,sc'}, 
hold for any s > 0 and for all k E X. Therefore the equivalence of [a[ and [b[ is obvious. 
Theorem 2.2.8. Let (qk) and (rk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
m1 (q) D n2l (r) if and only if lim inf U > 0, where K` C .9G such that. K E 1. 
- Z0 kEK 
Proof. Let lirn inf IL > 0 and (xk) E 7n20 (r). Then there exists 3 > 0 such that. 
kEK 
qk > dr. for all sufficiently large k E K. 
Since (xk) E m 0 (r) for a given e > 0. we have 
Bo={kE ':IxkIrk>e}EI 
Let Go = K`LiBo then GoEI. 
Then for all sufficiently large k E Go, 
{kEffI 1rk jgk)>e} C {k E.': IxkI'k)>f} E I. 
Therefore (xk) E m'(q). 
The converse part of the result follows obviously. 
Theorem 2.2.9. Let (qk) and (rk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
m 0 (r) C_ rn o (q) if and only if lira, inf 9 > 0, where K` C ' such that K E I. 
kEk 
30 
Proof. The proof follows similarly as the proof of Theorem 2.~4. 
31 
Theorem 2.2.10. Let (qk ) and (rk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
r 	o(q it amid ranly if bin inf 	> 0. and lira inf L& > 0, where K C ' such 
kEK rk kEK 4~ 
that K e 1. 
Proof. By c ombin,ing Tlieoreum 2.8 and 2.9 we get the required result. 
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CIIAPTER-3 
ZWEIER I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACES DEFINED BY 
ORLICZ FUNCTION 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and it be two sequence spaces, and A = (a,4k) be an infinite matrix of real 
or complex numbers (a„~,), where n.k E X. Then we say that A defines a matrix 
mapping from A to it, and we denote it by writing A : A 	it. 
If for every segtteuce x = (1k) E A the sequence Ax = {(Ax)„}, the A transform of x 
is in p, where 
A.r ~„ = E u,t k-Xk. 	(n EN). 	 [3.1] 
k 
BY , A . /1), the dei t.e the class of matrices A such that A : A —o it. Thus, A E (A : it) 
if and only if series on the right side of (3.1] converges for each n EN and every x E A. 
"f lie approach of constructing new sequence spaces by means of the matrix domain 
of it particular limitation method have been recently employed by Altay, Ba§ar and 
\Iursaleen[2]. Ba ar and Altay[4), \lalkowsky[60], Ng and Lee[64), and Nkang[81]. 
$engoniil[75] defined the sequence y = (yj) which is frequently used as the Zp trans-
form of the sequence x = (xj) i.e, 
y = px, + (1 - p)x1-1 
••Mathematics is a free flow of thoughts and concepts which a mathematicians, in the 
same way as musician does with the tones of music and a poet with words, puts together into 
theorems and theories"- Orlicz. 
where .r_ 1 = 0, p 1, 1 <p < z and Zp denotes the matrix Zl' = (Z,k) defined by 
1). 	 (i=k) 
Z,k= 	1–p. 	(i-1=k); (i,kC— ) 
0, 	 otherwise. 
Following Ba§ar and Altay[4], $engiinul[75] introduced the Zweier sequence spaces Z 
and ZO as follows 
Z={r=(xk)Ew:Z''.rEe} 
Zo = {x = (xk) E w : ZP X E rp}. 
Here we quote below some of the results clue to $engoniil[751 which we will use in 
order to establish analogously some of the results of this chapter. 
Theorem 3.1.1.[75, Theorem 2.1] The sets Z and Z0 are the linear spaces with the 
co-ordinate wise addition and scalar multiplication which are the BIi-spaces with the 
norm 
!IsIIZ = IIxIIZ. = IIZYx''. 
Theorem 3.1.2.[75, Theorem 2.2] The sequence spaces Z and Ze are linearly iso-
morphic to the spaces r and co respectively, i.e 2 =' c and 20 ct) . 
Theorem 3.1.3.[75, Theorem 2.3] The inclusions 2e 'L 2 strictly hold for p ~ 1. 
Theorem 3.1.4.[75, Theorem 2.6] Ze is solid. 
Theorem 3.1.5.[75, Theorem 3.61 Z is not a solid sequence space. 
The concept of statistical convergence was first introduced by Fast.[13] and also inde-
penciently by Buck[G] and Schoenberg [74] for real and complex sequences. Further 
this concept was studied by Connor[89], Connur,Fridy and Kline [10] and many oth-
ers. Statistical convergence is a generalization of the usual notion of convergence that 
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parallels the usual theory of convergence. 
The notion of I-c(,uvergence is a generalization of the statistical convergence. At the 
initial stage it was studied by Kostyrko, Salat, \ ilczynski(51). Later on it was studied 
by Salsa, Tripathy, Zintan 71-72}. 
Recentlly further it, was studied by Tripathy and Hazarika[78-80]; Khan and Ebadullah[29-
38i. 
The following Lemmas will be used for establishing some results of this chapter. 
Lemma 3.1.6.119. pg. 53) A sequence space E is solid implies that E is monotone. 
Lemma 3.1.7.176-801 Let K E £'(I) and M C N If D1 ¢ I, then M n K I. 
Leninia 3.1.8.[7ti-8U' If I C 21v and M C N. If :11 I, then M n K I. 
Recently Khan and Ehadullah 1381 introduced the following classes of sequence spaces 
Zf ={(xk)Ew:{ kE'.I— lint Z1 x=L for some L}}EI; 
Zp={(xk)Ew:{kE. :I—limZ":r=0}}E I; 
Z;C ={(xk)Ew: {kEX:  sup JZ'xIoo}}EI. 
k 
We also denote by 
ni! 	! 	I.fl 
7ttI a = Zx n 2. 
Id 
X717 JIUOS10J`0= ( T7-xxi )jylu.1-I 
4I1.4 t(JIiS Zd [)tW 
(fr &Ii)(j1IttU .i.tlo(I ti1S1m? d1Jtl) 1l)Tjj 'tix8jSas dq g'U {:)I I)UI (v),Z 	(~iti)'(4x) lo'j 
.cj.IiiiIIis .ttooJ 1I' 
1.4)'id s' .1-)11 it) .)111 .I()J .i(,l).((1 .1'l J - (11') 1Z aat>ds otll .OJ 1j1iSJ1 Otj )A0 1d IiVus ~'t11 'J00 c! 
sa~AS 1uuugq a.Ie (Ly;°zw pue (iv)w. 
(11' I Z 111') / Z 'J:>u,)Itb.)s 3o SJSJ.) Jtl) ' JV uotpptmj Z II10 ICuv 1()3 •1-7,T tualOaq j, 
(IV )1z u (IY)01z = (ICY)°iuw 
,tq alouip att oSIV 
(r 	Y 
{0 < d )ulos .ioj x > t yxl )IV dit" :.T (Ya)} = (iv) IZ 
d 
	
{0<d.Intos.io30=( Id )I/V util- 	 ( Y x)} _ (14)0-7 
d 
{0 <d put? -I Juju" .Ioj 0 = ( 	.1 )IVV uiti - 1 : r 	(yam)} _ (iv )1z 
~U.fl (IS J.InJtlbJS jo SOSSt?i.).Iiii.ttolloj atI'j ampoiiui aM SaidEtpp Sitl1 UI 
s jnSa'J uUEJ\ 'Z'E 
"D 2'rt'1' IIL'IU.J 	= 	/1 =rid'Z' 1'=XdZ 
A({ 4iU1li3j) jh.-A a.tt dJIIdt1IAiUJ JO d p s Jij'j loj `1d>'tp aj 3noq noitj j, 
9E 
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I 	liitt AI lYk — L2i ( 	) =0, for some L1 E c. 
P2 
That is for a given F > 0, we have 
A1={kEN:M('xk—Li1 ) >E}E1. 	 [3.2] 
Pi 	2 
/ 
A2 {kEki:M( y L2j ) >E}EI. 	 [3.3] 
P2 	2 
Let p = ntax{21(k pp1. 213Ip2}. Since M is non-decreasing and convex function, we have 
1I(1~I"k -- "Yk) — (aL i + 3L2)i) < Mt(DaIIi/ — Li[) + ki1(1011Jk — L21 ) 
P3 	 J'3 
5Af(~
~k—LI )+:\I(lyx —L21) 
Pt 	P2 
Now, by [3.2] and [3.3], 
(axe. + ~3y .) —L1 + ffL2)I 
{k:~':1~1( 	 )>E}CAlUA2. 
Therefore 
(axk + (iyk) E . 1(:11). 
Hence 2'(:1.1) is a linear space. 
Theorem 3.2.2. The spaces in(M) and n7(Ai) are Banach spaces Wormed by 
i'k = inf{p > 0 : supM( ixkl ) < 1}. 
k 	P 
Proof. Proof of this result is easy in view of the existing techniques and therefore is 
ntlbtt 't1. 
Theorem 3.2.3. L 't .1I, and :\I2 be Orlicz functions that satisfy the 02-condition. 
Thru 
[a ] X(:112) C X(111.:112); 
[b ] X(M1) n X(M2) C X(M1 + .112) For X = Z1.Z . m.2 and moo. 
Proof. [a] Let (xk) E Z01(M2). Then there exists p > 0 such that 
1 - IiIII 112(xkl ) = 0. 	 [3.4] 
k 	p 
Let c > 0 and choose 6 with 0 < 6 < 1 such that M1(t) < e for 0 < t < 6. Write 
I i 
yk = .112( Ixkl ), 
p 
and consider 
lim 	h11(yk) = 	lim 	M1 yk) + 	liiu 	.111(Yk). 
0<yk<A.kEX 	 yk<6.kEJ'' l,,~•e.k•- 
We have 
lim 	MI(:i/k) < M1(2). 	urn 	(!/k. 	 13.ri 
yk <6.kF-X yk <,S k: i 
For (Yk) > 6, we have 
(Yk)<(-)<1+( k ) 
Since All is non-decreasing and convex, it follows that 
M1(?/k) < Ah(1 + (v)) < 2~\f1(2) +~llls( 211k ) 
Since A satisfies the h2-conclition, we have 
1 
All(ilk) < 2K(j) 1f1(2) ~ 2K( )M►(2) = K 	):111(2). 
I 
lim 	M1(yk) < ina.r(1.Kb-1 111(2)) 	lim (yk). 	 13.61 
From [3.4], [3.5] and [3.6], we have (ak) E Zol(:111.Al2). 
Thus 
Z(\12) C 20(1111.:112). 
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The other cases can he proved similarly. 
[b) Let 
(xr) E Z (:1fi) n Z (M2)• 
"I'lieti t1te're exists p > 0 such that 
I — lim.11i( ~1 ) = 0 
	
k 	p 
I — limn Al2(`xk ) = 0. 
k 	p 
Thee rest of the proof follows from the following equality 
1 	2)(. )- 	1(x/ )+lim112(~/ ) liar (. 1 + ;1i  'r — lint Al I kl 	kl 
P 	k .Y 	P 	k7 	P 
Therein 3.2.4. The spaces Z (M) and tit' (M) are solid and monotone 
Proof. \Vt, shall prove the result for Z ('ll). For ni 0(M) the result can be proved 
Similarly. Let (.1k 	Z (M). Theta there exists p > 0 such that 
I — lam M( Ixk- ) = 0.  
k 	p 
Let (ak) be it sequence of scalars with IakI < 1 for all k E11'. Then the result follows 
from (3. , } and the following inequality 
G Okrxi 	 Ixk 	~x 
<_ IaklAI( — ) <_ 11(
kI — ) for all k E. 
P p P 
BY Len►tiia 3.1.6, it sequence space E is solid implies that E is monotone. 
\Ve ii the the space Z~ (?ll) is monotone. 
'1'heorern 3.2.5. The spaces Z'(A1) and m(M) are neither solid nor monotone in 
~eueral. 
Proof. Here we give a counter example. 
Let I = Ih and M(x) = x 2 for all .r E [0. Do). Consider the K-step space .Yj (Af) of 
X(M) defined as follows, let (xk) E X(:11) and let (yk) E j (M) be such that 
.t.. 	if k is even, 
0, otherwise. 
Consider the sequence xk defined by xk = 1 for all k e X. Then (X k ) Z 1 \1) 1)10 
its K-stepspace preimage does not belong to Z"(141). Thus Z'(M) is riot. mOnotcine. 
Hence Z'(M) is not solid. 
Theorem 3.2.6. The spaces Z(AI) and Z'(M) are not. convergence free in general. 
Proof. Here we give a counter example. 
Let I = I f and AI(x) = .r for all x E [0. Do). Consider the sequence (.rk.) and (ilk) 
defined by 
xk= 	and J k=k for all k E N. 
Then (Xk) E Z'(M) and 20(:11), but (yk) Z'(M) and 20(111). 
Hence the spaces Z'(M) and Z(  A1) are not convergence free. 
Theorem 3.2.7. The spaces Z(M) and Z 1(Af) are sequence algebras. 
Proof. We prove that Z (M) is a sequence algebra. For the space Z"(M), the result 
can be proved similarly. Let (xk), (Yk) E Z (M). Then 
I — linl :M( I I ) = 0 for Otte pt > 0 
Pi 
and 
I — urn .I(-) = 0 for some P2 > 0. 
P2 
Let /, == p1 .P2 > 0. Then we can show that 
1 — lim.1((xk•?h)I ) = 0. 
P 
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Thu., 
(xk.yk) E Z (M). 
Fl rwe Z( (Al) is a sequence algebra. 
Theorem 3.2.8. Let. AI be an Orlicz function. Then the inclusions 
Z,o(.11j 	 x!(.11) : .u;.,(:ll hold. 
Proof. Let (,r k ; 
Then there, exists L E C and p > 0 such that 
I —linr M( Ixk~Ll )=0. 
n 
t\'e have 
/ L 1 L 
1~1( x 2p 
	2 	/) ) 
1 C M 
x 
( 1 k 	I ) + 2 :1r( /) I ) 
Taking supreuiunr over k both sides we get 
(xk) E Z (M). 
The inclusion 
20(AI) C Zr(1l1) 
is obvious. 
Theorem 3.2.9. If I is not maximal and I If, then the spaces 2'(M) and Z (M) 
;in , not wniruetrI('. 
Proof. Let. A E 1 he infinite and M(x) = x for all x E [0, oo). If 
( 1. 	for k E A, 
l 0. otherwise. 
Then (.rk) E Z(.\1) C Z'(.11) by if iuina 3.1.8. Let. K C 11' be such that K I and 
:1 	K EI I. Le t. 6 : K —> A and 	— K —> ~P — A be bijections, then the map 
42 
;r 	-4i defined by 
	
7r(k) = J /(k). 	for k E K, 
l 0(k), otherwise. 
is a permutation on X, but (x,c( k)) Z'(:11) and (a: ( k))'I Z(1). Hence 2(M) and 
Z' (RI)are not symnrriet.ric. 
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CHAPTER-4 
I-PRE-CAUCHY SEQUENCES AND ORLICZ FUNCTIONS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Statistical collvergence is it generalization of the usual notion of convergence that par-
allels the usual theory of convergence. A sequence x = (xk) is said to be Statistically 
(ouvergent to L if fuu a given E > 0 
lirnl {i:lxi–L; > e,i<k};=0, 
x k 	– 
and Statistically pre-Cauchy if 
limk1 j{(j,i): Ix,–x > .j,i<k}l = 0. 
Connor, Fridy and Kline[10] proved that Statistically convergent sequences are Statis-
tically pre-Cau(:hy and any bounded Statistically pre-Cauchy sequence with a nowhere 
dense set of limit points is Statistically convergent. They also gave an example show-
ing Statistically lire-Cauchy sequences are not necessarily Statistically convergent. 
Au Orlicz function is a function I1 : 0, Do) —* 10,00), which is continuous, non-
~iccreasing and convex with M(0) = 0. .11(x) > 0 for x > 0 and :17(x) —+ x as 
.r — x. If convexity of :11 is replaced by subaddivity then this function is called a 
modulus function. (Sec Maddox{ 12). 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri[57] used the idea of Orlicz functions to construct the se- 
C(ue1 ('( space 
x = { 	 L'k~ F .tif 	s Ea':~ill(—)<x,for some p>0}. 
""Good mathematicians see analogies between theorems or theories, the very best ones 
see analogies between analogies"- Banach. 
The space i .tt i' it Banach space with t he norm 
x 	, 
-tiif{p >U:EAI(~ ')<1}. 
k=t 
The space E,tf is closely related to the space e7, which is an Orlicz sequeure space wit h 
A4(x)=xt'for1<p<oo. 
An Orlicz function M1 is said to satisfy IL2 condition for all values of x if there exists 
a constant K > 0 such that 
M(Lx) < KL.IM(x) for all values of L > 1. 
In [10] Connor, Fridy and Kline proved that a bounded sequence x = (xi.) is Statisti-
cally pre-Cauchy if and only if 
lim 	 (r; i's ) 0. 
The notion of I-convergence is a generalization of the statistical convergence. At tin' 
initial stage it was studied by Kostyrko, Salat, Wilczyriskif loj. Later on it was studied 
by Sal£ t, Tripathy, Ziman171-721 and Demircijl l). 
Recentlly further it was studied by Tripathy and Hazarika[78-80j. Here we give some 
preliminaries about the notion of I-convergence. 
Let X be a non empty set. Then a family of sets IC 2•' (power set of X)is said to be 
an ideal if I is additive i.e A,BEI EAU BEl and hereditary i.e AEEI, BC A- >BEI. 
A non-empty family of sets 1 C 	is said to be filter on X if and only if c') 'i t'Jor 
A,BE X we have AnBE I and for each AE L' and AcB implies Be L.An Ideal 
IC 2x is called non-trivial if I 2•" .A non-trivial ideal IC 	is called admissible if 
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tX}CI. 
A Lion-trivial id*>a1 I is maximal if there cannot exist any non-trivial ideal JAI con-
taining I as a subset. For each ideal I. there is a filter £(I) corresponding to I. i.e C(I) 
= 	– N K` _ I }.where K` = N-K. 
4.2. Main Results. 
In this chapter we establish the following criterion for arbitrary sequences to be I-pre-
Cauchy. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let x = (xk) be a sequence and let NI be an Orlicz function then x 
is I-pre-Cauchy if and only if 
I – 1im 1 	M('x`  – I ~ I ) = 0, 	for some p > 0. 
t,~<k 
Proof. Suppose that 
I – liul 1, E %f ( XI – xJ I ) = 0. 	for some p >0 
For each >0,p>0 and k•E,Fwe have that 
[4.1] 
r 
.a'- = {k E 1 : 	A1( 	h•' 	i, j 	1 
1 	 c' ; – 	
lim —
1 	 .I'7 
I = 	, 1I( 	)+lirn I 
r. —r3 > k 
Now by 14.11 and 1.1.2] we have 
(4.2] 
+ 	LJI ?tI ( 	) 
re —Ij >2k 	
~) 
- XjI lim—ERI( 	)>e,i,j <k}C AkuAcEl. 
l~ 	p 
Thus .r. is I-pre-Cauchy. 
Now conversely suppose that x is I-pre-Cauchy. and that : has been given then We 
have 
p 
where 
Ak={A•E.4P:.11( ' l > 2k ,i.i<k};-I. 
Ax= {kEY:,11( , n''I 
<2k' <k} I. 
Let d > 0 be such that ,11(6) < 2. Since RI is an Orlicz function there exists an integer 
	
B such that ?LI(a) < 	for all r > 0. Note that for each >r• 
lin► If In ' — XJ 	= lim 	111 r, — :r~, 	n 	 NI ~•, 	II k I,•° 	( 	p 	) 	k kz ( 	p 	)+li~ T2 ( 	) 
A1(d)+1im  k ~•2 	 p 
B1 
<~+B(~,1 {I,ij 	:r, 	r 	> -.i.1  
Since :r. is I-pre-Cauchy. there is anX such that the right hand side of [4.31 is less than 
for all k E X.Hence 
1 — lim 	-
11(k, —J:ll) =0. 
t.v:k 	p 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let .r = (xk) be a sequence and let \I be an Orlicz function then .r 
is I-convergent to L if and only if 
LI 1 I — lim 	
r, — 	.lI( • 	J = 0. 	for some p > 0. 
Proof. Suppose that. 
k L' 
I — lim 	.~1~; .r 	1 = 0 	for some p > 0. 
k k 
i=1 
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with an Orlicz function \1, then x is I-convergent to L.(See[4]) 
Conversely suppose that x is I-convergent to L. We can prove that in the similar 
manner t,, Theorem 4.2.1 that 
I-liru1~.31(~` L =0 	 forsomep>0. o k 	p 
using that M is an Orlicz function 
Corollary 4.2.3.A sequence x - (.rr k. is I-convergent if and only if 
1 
I-lim 2 E xi-xjI=0. 
Proof. Let 	- .r. Then 
11! 	)< 	-x~!, for all i,j<kE:7G. 
Fr 
Bk={kEXC:.11(IT1 	<e,i,j<k}E1. 	 [4.4] 
P 
and let 
Ixt 	xjl > tr,i,j <k} E 1. [4.5]  
Therefore from [4.4) and [4.5[ we have 
{k€ 	 >E,i.,j<k}CBkuBkEI. 
P — 
I -likll 2 
> 
.r, -x=0. 
if and only if 
I-lim  
k kZ 	P 
and an immediate application of Theorem 4.2.1 completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.2.4. A sequence x = (xk) is I-convergent to L if and only if 
k 
I-limx,-LI=0. 
k k 
2=1 
Proof. Let M(x) = x. We can prove in the similar manner as in the proof of Corol-
lary 4.2.3. 
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CHAPTER-5 
ON A NEW I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACE 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
One hundred years ago mathematics was undergoing a revolution. The Kantian dic-
tate that the Euclidean Geometry is the only rationally conceivable basis for the 
physical universe had been debunked. Numerous alternative geometries, each self-
consistent, were being discovered, axiomatized and developed. Felix Klein found a 
unifying principle for relating and classifying the various geometrical Invariant The-
orv. The key idea is to classify mathematical structures by the transformations under 
which they are invariant. Invariant Theory has achieved wide influence in nlathemat-
ics. physics(including relativity and quantum mechanics), and computer science. The 
calculus developed here is based upon relatively simple aspects of Invariant Theory. 
Let e denote the space of sequences of bounded variation, that is 
X 
I' = {x = (xk) : E i1 'k - xk-t< < x,X-I = 0}. 
k-o 
c is it Bauach space norwed by.  
x 
H_CH - E !Xk - .tk -lI• 
k =o 
Let or be a mapping of the set of the positive integers into itself having no finite orbits. 
:1 CQ1ldi1lk)l!s linear functional 0 on 1,, is said to be an invariant mean or a-IIIean if 
and only if 
-The moving power of Mathematical invention is not reasoning but imagination."- De-
morgan. 
[i] 0(x) > 0 when the sequence x = (Xk) has Xk > 0 for all k, 
[ii] O(e.) = 1, where e = {1, 1, 1.....}, 
(iii) O(x ( ,t) ) _ 0(x) for all x E lam. 
In case or is the translation mapping n—*n+1, a a-mean is often called a Banach 
limit(See(2]) and V, the set of bounded sequences all of whose invariant means are 
equal, is the set of almost convergent sequences. 
If .r• = ,r~.' write Tx = (Txk) = (xo(k) ). It can he shown that 
t o=  .r _ (xk) 	tm,k(x) = L uniformly in k, L — a — llm x } 	[.1) 
l 	m=1 	 ))) 
where m>o,k>0. 
Xk + xo(k) + .... + X,,,n(k) 	 , 
tm.k(x) = 	 and t_l.k = 0; 	 (5.2 m +1  
where am(k) denote the rnth iterate of a(k) at k. In the case a is the translation map-
ping, a(k) = k + 1 is often called a Banach limit and Vv , the set of bounded sequences 
of all whose invariant means are equal, is the set of almost convergent sequence. The 
special case of [5.1) in which o(n)=n+1 was given by Lorentz[581, Theorem 1, and 
that the general result can be proved in a similar way. It is familiar that a Banach 
limit extends the limit functional on c. 
Theorem 5.1.1.[62, Theorem 1.1.] A a-mean extends the limit functional on c in 
the sense that 0(x) = lim x for all x E c if and only if a has no finite orbits, that is to 
say, if and only if, for all k > 0,j > I 
ff'(k) A k. 
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Put 
Om.kW = tm.k(x) —  
assuming that t_ i.A. = 0. A straight forward calculation shows (See[10]) that 
»nn,+i 	o)(k) 	c) '(k)) 	( 	) 
j=1 
rk, 	 (m = 0) 
Foi any sequence .r. y and scalar A we have 
~Jira.k( 1 + y) = ó,k(x) + Om.k(Y) and 6?,,,k(A1) = AQttt.k(x)• 
Definition 5.1.2.162, Definition 2.1.] A sequence x E 1 is of o- bounded variation 
if and unit/ if 
i0 ,k(x)I converges uniformly in n, 
c=u 
ii him t,k(.r), which must exist, should take the same value for all k. 
!,%- B[',. the arirc of all sequences of u-brnitldec1 variation (see(61]) 
l l - = 5 F 	10,..k(X)I < 7C, uniformly in n}. 
In 
Theorem 5.1.3.62, Theorem 2.2.] BV is a Banach space norrced by 
X;~ = sill) j ()„l,k(X)I• 
Subsequently invariant means have been studied by Allmad and Mursaleen(1], J.P.King[20J, 
Raitui[67], Kanitlian and Gupta[19] and many others. 
5.2 Maui Results. 
In this chapter we introduce the sequence space 
BVJ _ {(xk) E w: {k E:16' : ~(Pm.k(x) — LI > E} E I, for some LE d'}. 
Theorem 5.2.1. BVa is a linear space. 
Proof. Let (xk), (yk) E BVo and a, j3 be two scalars. Then for a given F > 0, we have 
{{k E AT: m,k(x) — LEI > 2 } E !, for some L1 E C} 
f{{kEiA:Iom,k(y)—L21 > }E1.forsomeL2 EC}. 
Now let, 
A1 = kE1A: 	x L 	E { { 	IOm,k( ) — r l < 	E L for some Li E C} 
A2 = { { k E X : I qm ,k (y) — L21 < 2 } E I, for some L2 E Q- } 
be such that Ai, A2 E I. Then 
A3 = {k E 1A : I (aPm,k(x) + Q'Pm,k(Y)) — (oL1 + 3L2)I <f ) 
2 {k E IlP : 1QIImm.k(X) — L11 < E} n {k E X 	IC)„..k(J) — L.) < f}. 
Thus A3 = Ai n AZ E I. Bence 
(a(xk) + 3(yk)) E B J. 
Therefore BVQ is a linear space. 
Theorem 5.2.2. The space BVo is a paranormed space, paranormed by 
g(xk) = sup «m.k(-)4- 
k 
Proof. For x = 0, g(xk) = 0 is trivial. 
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;i; 9(.r) = •'l (pm .ki.r), > 0. for all x E B V". 
k 
iil,i 9i —.C,) = SUP Gm.k( —')I = SUP 1 — t.1m.k(X)I = sup 1$m.k(X)I = g(x) for all x E B VJ 
k 	 k 	 k 
Rlii gLr + 1/) = sup I©m.k(X + Y)l 	SUP 14m.k(x)I + sup Imm.k(Y)l = 9(x) + 9(y)• k 	 k 	 k 
'iv Let (Ak) he a sequence of scalars with .\k —r A (k --r x) and 0,,,,k(x).L E BV 
such that 
Qm,k(X) — L (k — oo), 
in the sense that 
9(mm.k(x) — L) --> 0 (k —► co). 
Therefore 
— AL) < 9(Anmm.k(r)) — g(AL) 
= A g(Om,k(x)) — Ag(L) —* 0 as (k —* oc). 
Hence B V' is it paranorined space. 
Theorem 5.2.3. 13[" is a closed subspace of 1. 
Proof. Let (xti") be a cauchy sequence in BV I such that 1C" ) —> x. W'Ve show that 
a E Bl%j . Since (.i ' ) E BVI, then there exists a,, such that 
{k E 	: I'„►,k('(")) — a,,I ? e} E I. 
\Ve need to 	hat 
[i] (a„) converges  III 	to a. 
[ii! If (' _ {k E X : 	-- a! < E }, then U E I. 
I] 	 {  > (X) Q — 	N D 4} = C~ 
pate tans f 3 Ob sisixa aiagp uagl '(x)a~'"'o E— ( f „lx)y''  aauts •1 3 ,n uagl 
{g> ID - ( ,.)f'uiml : s 3 Ir} = n 
3t 'sqj .%Oqs At uagZ uant1 aq I > g > 0 lfl [n] 
•oo ~ u se ` D E— (u•n) W42 
ti.ms j 3 o Ideas a sIsixa ).raid os 'p in siuluas jo aauanbas ifganea a si ('iv) uags 
{~ > I"D—(iux).UAO1' 	31}u 
{£ > ~ (fix)~'u(P - (( X) 	y} u 
{ 3 > n— ( (txx)~1 ml y 3 ~(} 	{3 > U — =•DI ' A13 7Y} 
J.~eti 
 
at `O < 1 •u gaea ao; Uac{2 `,Ef 3 ay asootp ah1 '1 3 ,fl ua4.L 
{3>;["D-4)1:f34}=g 
al1gm 
u JU u t JQ = Ja 
1 - ;I ';S ' `;8 
uag1, 
{£>I"v-(( ~x)t :j' }="8 
'{-> -(x)' : y}=~ a 
0AW1ab'0<9Uant2esod 
o 	iU Yjo 	 > 	x'f 	x'~' 	dns ~1 < 	it 	3 I( f j) ~`~ — ( () 	~`~I 
gpns 
xl 3 Jy S7STXJ JlJI{1 `0 < 3 ua.1l2 Y IOJ UJ(ll j 4U Ul acuanbas i vJneo a s[ (( lx) aau[S 1!] 
 gq Tt~ 
which implies that P` E I. The number q0 can be so chosen that together with [5.3], 
we have 
Q={k EN aq0 —aj<3} 
such that Q` E I.Since 
{k El IQ,n.k(xk`1°►) — agpy b} E I. 
Then we have a subset. S of I such that S` E I. where 
a 1 
Lei [_-` = I f Q 	S where U = {k E F : Gkl i} — a. < d}. 
Therefore for each k E L", we have 
(q 	 a {k E +~' . C~m.k(x) — at <ô} ~ {k E ~F : ~bm.k(x 0) — 4m.k(x)I < 3}. 
(qO) 	d n{k EX IQ,n.k(4k ) — agoI < 3} 
n {k EN: ja g0 — al 
Then the result follows. Siiice the inclusion BVJ c !'M is strict so in view of Theorem 
5.2.3 we have the following result. 
Theorem 5.2.4. The space BVQ is nowhere dense subsets of 1;C . 
Theorem 5.2.5. The space BV r is solid and monotone. 
Proof. Let (xk) E B VI and ak be a sequence of scalars with 
lakl < 1. for all k E N. 
Then 11 we have 
YakIkPm.k(x)t 	m.k(x)l, for all k E I. 
The space BVJ is solid follows from the following inclusion relation, 
{k E N: Iim,k(X)I 2 E} 2 {k E W: i(kkOm.k(X)I ~ E}. 
Also a sequence space is solid implies monotone. Hence the space B%' is monotone. 
Theorem 5.2.6. co C BVo C 11 and the inclusions are proper. 
Proof. Let x = (xk) E cp. Then we have 
{kEX:Ixkl>e}El. 
Since ca C BV, x = (xk) E BV implies 
{kE~G:I~m.k(x)I?€}El. 
Now let, 
Al = {k E 	: IxkI <f} E I; 
A2 = {k E ~7P : lbm,k(x)I <e} El 
be such that Ai , A2 E 1. As 
lw ={x=(1k):  sup JXkI<x}, k 
taking supreinum over k we get Ai C A. Hence 
cflCBVo c i . 
Theorem 5.2.7. 
ci CBVII c CO 
and the inclusions are proper. 
Proof. Let x = (xk) E e f. Then we have 
{kE1F: Ilk —LI?€}El. 
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Since 
c C BVQ C l x , 
x=(Xk)E BVo 
implies 
{kEAG lmm,k(X) — LI?€}El. 
Now let. 
Bt ={kEY:Ok—LI<E}EI 
B2= {k t= : Q,,k(T)—LI <e} E I 
he such that B. B2 E I. As 
= { r _ ~xk) : SUp Xk1 < Oo}, 
k 
taking supreinum over k we get. Bi C B. Hence 
c f cBV I C11. 
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CHAPTER.-6 
THE SEQUENCE SPACE BV, (p) 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The tollowing subspaces of w were first introduced and discussed by Maddox[59]. 
t(p) = {l E w : Y-'Xk{Kk < 00}. 
k 
fx(p) = {x E w upIxk1" < Dc}, 
k 
c(p):_ {xEw:lini!xk—IPk =U, forsome1EG}, 
k 
co(h) :_ {r E w : Jim ~Xk( = 0. }, k 
where t) _ (pk ) is a sequence of striclty positive real ntnbers. 
After then Lascarides l55-56J defined the following sequence spaces 
p} _ {3: E w' : there exists r > () such that supIxkrVt'ktk < oo}. 
k 
(:o{p} = {x E w : there exists r > 0 such that urn Xkrlltk = 0, }. 
x 
F'{p} _ {x E w : there exists r > 0 such that 	[xkrIT'ktk < oo}, 
Where t k = Pk i , for all k E X. 
Mursaleen (62] defined the sequence space B1'~, the space of all sequences of a-bounded 
variation 
BLQ = {x E f", : E Ich,,,.k(X)I < x, uniformly in n}. 
In 
Theorern.6.1. [62.Theorent.2.2.] BV„ is a Banach space norined by 
X 
!'xII = sup i 
>n_o 
"The essence of mathematics lies in its freedotn"- Cantor. 
Recently khan, Ebadullah and Suantai[31] defined the following sequence 
space : 
BVI = {(xk) E w: {k Er:  Om,k(X) — L > e} E I. for some LE d'}. 
6.2. Main Results. 
In this chapter we introduce the sequence space. 
BVQ(p)={(xx)Ew:{kE ':Ik„l.k(X)—LIP >e}EI, for some LEd'}. 
Theorem 6.2.1. BVI(p) is a linear space. 
Proof. Let (xk), (Yk) E B VI(p) and let a, d be scalars. Then for a given e > 0, w~' 
have 
{k E:76': ~~m k(X)—LllPk _> 2M , for some L1 E CI E I 
i 
{k EXF : I4m,k(y) — L2IN > E 	for some L2 E C} El — 2All 
where 
llll = D.ma.:r{1, sup 
k 
Mz = D.rraax{1, sup Pk } 
k 
and 
D = rnax{1, 211-1} where H = supPk > 0. 
k 
Let 
e 
Ai = {k ES, : 	.k(X) — L1' < 	for sonic Li E C} E I. 2'f , 
A? _ {k E.%T : 14„,k(Y) — L2 < 2A1 for some L2 E C} E I. 
2 
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be such that A' . A ; !.Then 
A3 = {k --:.Y : !(QQ, k(x) + 3trn,k(Y) — (aLi + 1L2)Ipk ) < E} 
I 4( k(') — L )IPk < 2M 4a{PkDj 1 
-~k = 
 
I: 	.k(y) — L2.Pk  21111 
Thus A' = Aj fl :1 E I. Therefore fore (ok(x) + 3©m,k(J)) E BVa ( p). Hence BVo (p) 
is a linear ,Fare. 
Theorem 6.2.2. L«t (pk) E P,,. Then BV Q (p) is a paranorined space, paranormed 
11 11• = Sup I(m,k(X)' 
k 
where 
Al = rn.ax{1, suppk}. 
k 
Proof. Let •r - (J'k). y = (Yk) E BV„(p). 
' i . (li ar1y, xfl. = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
[ii 	= 11 — xI . is obvious. 
[iii] Since 	< 1 and Al > 1, using Minkowski's inequality we have 
Sill) IG~nt.k(' + Onn,k(y)Ir < SU1)'m,k(x)I4 + Sill) IOnz.k(Y)I4 k 	 k 	 k 
Now fur any complex A we have (Ak) such that Ak 	A, (I --> co). Let (:) k ) E 
BV' (p) such that 
Pk Ghrn.k(s) — L 	1 E. 
Therefor. 
II4')m,k(') — L. I = SUP Id'rn,k(X) — Lj 	< SUP l'm,k(X) I' + SUp ILI4. 
k 	 k 	 k 
Hence 
I~A-011t,k(x) — )L),I. <_ JL1np,n,k(-r)l1. + iI.\LIL 
= A,ZII m.k(x)U, + \IILII• 	as (k —► oo). 
Hence BV(  p) is a paranormed space. 
Theorem 6.2.3. BV' (p) is a closed subspace of F.,~(p). 
Proof. Let (xk'') be a cauchy sequence in BV(p)  such that :ri") — x. WVe show that 
.r E BVI (p).Since (x) E B of (p), then there exists an such that 
{k E IF : Iom.k(Xlnl ) — Qn l pk > E} E I. 
We need to show that. 
[i] (an ) converges to a. 
[ii] If U = {k E 	: Ixk — alrk < e}, then U`' E I. 
[i] Since (xkni ) is a cauchy sequence in BVJ(p) then for it given E > 0, there exists 
kp E lA such that 
v 	E 
SUP IGm.k(xk
n)
) — 	 .'i )~7 < 3 , for all n,i > ke. 
k 
For a given E > 0, we have 
B, _ {k E IP Iø»:.k (xk }) — 45m,k(xkj )I' <()1} 
Bt = {k E 11P : IOm,k(Tk')) — ail pk < (3)M} 
Bn={kEIA: Imm..k(Xk ) — an I' <()A1} 
Then BC . B1 , B,`, E I. Let. 
Bc=B11 nB fl B. 
where 
B={kEXE jai —a,z l!'k <e}. 
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Then B 	I. 
We choose k0 E B`,then for each nn., i > ko, we have 
{k F=lF a, — a,,'Pk <f} 7 {k 	7J: 1Om.k(2k~ ) ) — (1 . i'k < (
E3)M} 
n {k EX : k1m,k(ska)) — 4~m,k(XA))IPk < (3)"} 
'1 {k E 	Imm,k(x ) —a 	< ()M} 
Then (a,1 ) is a caucly sequence of scalars in 'so there exists a scalar a E C such that 
l(1,,)—a,as11 —*DC. 
[ii] Let 0 < h < 1 be given. Then we show that if 
fi ={kOm kkx)—atiPk <b}, 
then C" E 1. Since Q,,,,k(x( " ) ) —* .y„t,k(a'), then there exists qo E .'F such that 
P = {k 	: I0m.A,(?10: — ©m,k(X)IPk < ( D)il!} 	[6.1]. 
Which implies that P, F 1 
The number qp can be so chooser that together with [6.1], we have 
Q= {kE A:Iaq, — a,l'k < 3D}, 
SliCh that QC E I. 
Since 
{'n E 	:~~rnk(xk9ol~ — (1q" - 6) E I. 
Then we have a subset S of 11 such that Sc E I, where 
S = {k E 31: I0m,k(:CR4o)) — aqDIPk  
Let 
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U` = P` n Q` n Sc ,  
where 
U = {k E lA : I4m,k(X) — a jPk <5}. 
Therefore for each k E U`, we have 
{k E11G : I4m,k(X) — aI <} 2 {k E N : Iom,k(X (9o) — Om,k(X)Ipk < ( 3D )M}. 
n {k E N : 1©,,,k(x(Qo) ) — agoI < ( 3D M} 
n{kE11U: 	—a Pk  
Then the result follows. 
Since the inclusion B o1(p) C £ ,( p) is strict so in view of Theorem 6.2.3 we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 6.2.4. The space BVo (p) is nowhere dense subset of e,,(p). 
Theorem 6.2.5. The space BV(  p) is not seperable. 
Proof. Let M = {-nil < m2 < m3 < 
ME I. 
Let 
1, 
Pk = 	2. 
Let 
} be an infinite subset of I such that. 
ifkEAl, 
otherwise. 
Po = {(xk) : b,n,k(X) = 0 or 1, for k = 	j E 1A and m,k(X) = 0, otherwise}. 
Since M is infinite, so Po is uncountable. Consider the class of open balls 
1 B1 = {B(z. 2) : z E Po}. 
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Let Cl be an open cover of BVI (p) containing B1. Slnce B1 is uncountable, so Cl 
cannot be reduced to a countable subcover for B(  p). Thus BV(p)  is not seperable. 
Theorem 6.2.6. The function it : BV(p) —. is the Lipschitz function and is uni-
fornlly continuous. 
Proof. Let x. ,tl BV (p) and x # y.Thcn the sets 
AT = {k E X '. ( Qm.k( 5 ) — tl(X)yPk > Us — yll=} E 1. 
=jk ~ '~' : l©m,k('J) — h(y)Pk ~ lix — y11.} E I. 
Thus the sets. 
B„ _ {k E J` : iOk(x) — h(x) 	< UUx — zJHH=} E B Vl (p)• 
B.0 = {k E S ' Io,.k(y) — h(y)IPk < III' — Yhi.} E BV(p)• 
Hence also B = B B E BV f (p), so that B # m. 
Now taking k E B, 
- h(Y)V < h(.r) - e„H.k(X)TF + kom.k(X) - d)m,k(Y)i + kPm.k(Y) - h(y)IPk 
<31x—yll.. 
Thus It is it Lipschitz function. 
Theorem 6.2.7. cn(p) BV„(p) C elo(p). 
Proof. Let (Xk) E c/(p). Then we have 
{k ESP: xkf}EI, 
Since cry = B. (.r4.) ; BL'' (p) implies 
{k 	'm,k(X)V'` > E} E I. 
Now let 
A1 = {k EN:IxkI <f} El. 
A2 = {kEX:!lm.k(X)Ipk <E} E I. 
be such that A', AZ E I. As 
eoo(1~) = {x = (xk) : SUP IxkIPk < x}. k 
taking supremum over k we get Ai C A. Hence 
co(p) C Bj(p) C ea(p)• 
Theorem 6.2.8. c' (p) C B J(p) C 
Proof. Let (xk) E c'(p). Then we have 
{kEj : Ixk—LIPk >e} El. 
Since 
cCBVV C. 
(rk)EB J(p) 
implies 
{k ES : Itm,k(x) — LI Pk > e} E I. 
Now let 
BI ={kEi :IPk—LIPk<e}EI, 
B2= {kEi : I4m,k(x) —LI Pk <E} E I. 
be such that Bi , B2 E I. 
As 
X00(1)) _ {x = (xk) : supIxkIPk < 00}, 
k 
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taking supremum over k we get B1 C B Hence 
c1(p) C BV (p) C e'(p)• 
'Theorem 6.2.9. If H = SUPpk < oc, then we have 
k 
C M(BVJ(p)), 
where the inclusion may he proper. 
Proof. Let a 	This implies that sup Jaki < 1 + K. for some K > 0 and all k. 
k 
Therefore :r E B\„~p) implies 
Sl1Z)( (lk4 .k(X)I'k) 	(1 + K)1' Sap(I'/vnk(x)lpk) < 00. k 	 k 
Which gives 
e' C M(BV' (p))• 
To show that the inclusion may he proper, consider the case when Pk = for all k. 
Take a k = k for all k.Therefore x E B(p) implies 
s"HP(1akQr.k(X)IP1' ) < sup( kl z )SUp(IOm.k(X)jPk ) < 00. 
k 	 k 	k 
Thus in this case 
a = (ak) E Af(BVo (p)), 
while a 
Theorem 6.2.10. Let (pk) and (qk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
BVj (p) = BVJ (q) if and only if line inf U > 0. where K` C 1A such that K El. 
kEK 	Q4 
Proof. Let line inf U > 0 and (xk) E B( q). Then there exists ,Q > 0 such that 
A f h 	4 
p > 3qA, for all sufficiently large k E K. Since (xk) E BV (q) for a given f > 0, we 
hitve 
Bu = {kcN:10,,,k(x)—L1`1">F}EI. 
Let Go = K` U B0 Then Co E I. Then for all sufficiently large k E Go. 
{k EN: l m,k(X)— LIP') >e} C {k EN:Ibm.k(X)— L1"aek)>f} E I. 
Therefore (xk) E BV(  p). The converse part of the result follows obviously. 
Theorem 6.2.11. Let (Pk) and (qk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
BV (q) ? B J(p). 
if and only if 
lim inf Qk > 0, 
kEK Pk 
where K` C 1A such that K E I. 
Proof. The proof follows similarly as the proof of Theorem 6.2.8. 
Theorem 6.2.12. Let (ph)  and (qk) be two sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
BV(p) = BV f  (q), 
if and only if 
lim inf Pk > 0, 
kEK 	qk 
and 
lim inf qk > 0, 
kEK Pk 
where, K C 11G such that K` E I. 
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Proof. On combining Theorem 6.2.10 and 6.2.11 we get the required result. 
CHAPTER 7 
ON SOME I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACES DEFINED BY 
A MODULUS FUNCTION 
This Chapter has been published in 
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CHAPTER-7 
ON SOME I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACES DEFINED BY 
A MODULUS FUNCTION 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
li nckle [68-701 ussd the idea of a modulus function f to construct the sequence 
X(f) _ {x = (xk) ~f(Ixk1) < oo). 
k=1 
This space is an FR space, and Ruckle[68] proved that the intersecton of all such X(f)  
spaces is o, the space of all finite sequences. The space X(f) is closely related to the 
space 11 which is an X(f) space with f(x) = x for all real x > 0. Thus Ruckle[69] 
proved that for an modulusx 	f 
X(f)C11 anti X(f)° 
where 
~•Ifs,_{rl=(yk1 	f(IJkxr&I)<x}. 
k=1 
The space X( f)  is a Banach space with respect to the norm 
xII - 	 f (lxkl) < oo. 
k=1 
Spaces of the type X(f) are a special case of the spaces structured by B.Grantsch 
in[17]. Frutti the point of view of local convexity, spaces of the type X(f) are quite 
pathological. Therefore symmetric sequence spaces, which are locally convex have 
"There is no place in the world for ugly mathematics. It may be very hard to define 
mathematical beauty but that is just as true of beauty of any kind . we may not know quite, 
what we mean by a beutiful poem, but that does not prevent us from recognising one when 
We read it."-I-lardy 
been frequently studied by D.J.H Garling[15-16],G.Kiithe[52] and \V.H.Ruckle[68-7UJ. 
In this chapter we introduce the following classes of sequence spaces. 
c'(f)={(xk) Ew:I—lint f (Ixk~) =L for some L}€1; 
c1 (f)={(xk)Ew:I—lintf(Ixk1)=0} E1; 
1~(f) = {(xk) E w : sup f (;xkI) < oc} E I. 
k 
We also denote by 
na1(f) = c'(f) n 1.(f) 
and 
m(  f) = co(f) n 1(f). 
The following Lemmas will be used for establishing some results of this article. 
Lemma 7.1.1. Let E be a sequence space. If E is solid then E is monotone. 
Lemma 7.1.2. Let KE £(I) and MCN. If M4I. then l\.ZnN I. 
Lemma 7.1.3. If I C 2N and MCN. If M I, then MnN 4I. 
7.2. Main Results. 
Theorem 7.2.1. For any modulus function f, the classes ref sequences cl (f ), col(f ). 
7n 1(f) and ml (f) are linear spaces. 
Proof. We shall prove the result for the space c1(f ). The proof for the other spaces 
will follow similarly. Let (xk), (Yk) E c'(f) and let. a, 3 be scalars. Then 
I — lim f(~xk — Li1) = 0, for someLI E Q~; 
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I — urn f ([yk — L2) = 0, for soineL2 E C. 
11,.tt is it u a given F > 0, we have 
	
A1={kEN:f(;xk — LlI)> }EI, 	 [7.1] 
A2 = {kEN:f(lyk — L2I)>2}EI. 	 [7.2] 
Since f is a modulus function, we have 
f(I((r'•k - 3Yk) — (uL1 +.3L2) < f(k]Ixk — L1l) + f(I//IIyk — L2j) 
hXk — L1) + f (IYk — L21) 
Now, by (7.1I and [7.2], we have 
{k N . f (I(cYxk + I3 Ilk) — (uL1 + 13L2)]) > e} C Ar a A2. 
Therefore (axk - j9k ) E ("(f). Hence c:1(f) is a linear space. 
Theorem 7.2.2. A sequence x = (xk) E ml(f) I-converges if and only if for every 
F > (1 there exists .\ E 	such that 
{k 	:f(~xk-'NJ) <E}E rnt(f). 	 [7.3] 
Proof. Suppose that L = I — hin.r,. Then 
B, = {kE 	: :cA—LI<'E}E m1(f). For all 	f > 0. 
Fix an A', c B.Then we have 
1x —Lj+jL-1;kI < 2+2 =e. 
Which holds for all k E. B,.Hcnce 
{k E 1N : f (~xk — XN,,) < e} E 
Conversely, suppose that {k E N : f (1 xk — XNf I) < E} E 1n1(f ). 
That is {k E N : (Ixk — XNf I) < E} E ml (f) for all E > 0. Then the set 
CE = {k EN:xk E EXN, — E,XN,+E]} Em1(f)for all 1>0. 
Let JE = (x,%,-, — E, x,v. + Ej. If we fix an e > 0 then we have CE E m1(f) as well as 
Ci E m1(f ). Hence CE fl C E ml (f ).This implies that 
JE fJz 54 
that is 
{k EN:xkEJ}Emf (f) 
that is 
diamJ < diarnJ E 
where the diam of J denotes the length of interval J. In this way, by induction we get 
the sequence of closed intervals 
JE=Io~I1 	.....2Ik2............ 
with the property that 
1 
diam,Ik < 1 diamtk_ l f rrr (k = 2, 3, 4, ..... ), 
and 
{k€51:xkEIk}Em'(f) for(k=1,2.3,4.......). 
Then there exists a 	E rilk where k E N such that 	= I — lim x. So that 
f() = I — lim f (x), that is L = I — lim f (x). 
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Theorem 7.2.3. Let f and g be modulus functions that satisfy the O2-condition. If 
X is any of the spaces c1, co, m1 and ,no etc, then the following assertions hold. 
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(i) X(g) c X (f-9), 
`ii ! X f) f, X(9) r X(f + g) 
Proof. [i) Let, (ir k ) E c(g). Then, 
I - likny(tixk1) = 0.  
Let f > 0 and choose ii with 0 < b < 1 such that f (t) < e for 0 < t < o. Write 
Yk = 9(IXkl) 
and consider 
Iikll.f (yk) = liIIl f (yk)yt<d + lim f (yk)yk>6 . 
\'Ve have 
lik 1 f (yk) < f (2) linl(yk).  
For yk > O. we have 
9k < Ik <1+ 
Since f is non-decrea.sing,it follows that 
f(Yk) < f(1 + ~k) < f(2) + f(2~k ) 
Since f satisfies the L2-condition, we have 
1 Jk 	1 yk 	yk f(Yk) - Zh d f(2 ) + 2K'd f(2 ) = It d f(2 ) 
licnc~ 
liii f(Jk) <nlax(1. K)6 -1 f (2)li~n(yk). 	 [7.6] 
Frnini ;7.4 , '7.51 and [7.6], we have (Xk) E cv(f.g).Thus 
c(g) C co(f•9)• 
The other cases can he proved similarly. 
[ii] Let 
(xk) E col f) c ct1(9). 
Then 
I — li if((xk1) = 0. k 
and 
I — limg((xk1) = 0. k 
The rest of the proof follows from the following equality , 
lim(f +'9)(lxkI) = liknf(IxkI) + lkmg(Ixkl)• 
Corollary 7.2.4. X C X (f) for X= c t, c. rri 1 and m. 
Theorem 7.2.5. The spaces co(f) and rno(f) are solid and monotone 
Proof. We shall prove the result for co(f ). Let xk E co(f). Then 
I — limf(Ixk1)=0. 	 [7.7! 
Let (ak) be a sequence of scalars with 
IakI 	1 for all k E N. 
Then the result follows from (7.7] and the following inequality 
f(Iakxkl) 	Iaklf(IxkI) 	 f(Ixkl) for all k E N. 
That the space c(f) is monotone follows from the Lemma [7.1.1]. For ml(f) the 
result can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 7.2.6.The spaces c' (f) and m1 (f) are neither solid nor monotone in gen-
eral . 
Proof. Here we give a counter example. Let I = Ia and f (x) = x2 for all x E (0, oc). 
Consider the K-step space XK(f) of X defined as follows: 
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Let (.Ei) <: X and let /1k) E XK be such that 
x.. 	if k is even, 
!Jk = 	0. otherwise. 
Consider the sequence (irk) defined by (1k) = 1 for all k E N. 
Then (1k) E cl ;. f) but its K-stepspace preimage aloes not belong to cl (f ). Thus c1(f ) 
is not Inonotone. hence c' (f) is not solid. 
Consider the sequence (Jk ) defined by (1k) = 1 for all k E N. 
Then (1k) E c1(f) but its K-stepspace preimage does not belong to c'(f ). Thus c1(f) 
is not monotone. Hence rT (f) is not solid. 
Theorem 7.2.7. The spaces ct (f) and cp(f) are sequence algebras. 
Proof. We prove that co(f) is a sequence algebra. 
Let (-I:k ). (71k) E ce(f ). Then 
I — lirn f(IxkJ) = 0 
1M 
I—lirnf(IyA~)=0 
Thcti we have 
I — lirn f(I(xk.yk)1) = 0 
Thus (irk.yk) E c(f) is a sequence algebra. 
For the space cl (f ), the result can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 7.2.8. The spaces c1(f) and co(f) are not convergence free in general. 
Proof. Here we give a counter example. 
Let I = I f and f(r) _ .r3 for all x E 10, oc). Consider the sequence (xk) and (yk) 
c1c•finuti lry 
,rK.=1 acid Uk = k for all k E N 
k 
Then (xk) E c'(f) and c (f ), but (Yk) ¢ c'(f) and co(f ). 
Hence the spaces c' (f) and co(f) are not convergence free. 
Theorem 7.2.9. If I is not maximal and I # I, then the spaces cr(f) and c(f) are 
not symmetric. 
Proof. Let A E I be infinite and f (x) = x for all xE [0. x). 
If 
	
f 1, 	for kEA. 
xk 1 0. otherwise. 
Then by lemma 7.1.3. xk E co(f) C c'(f ). 
Let K C lli' be such that K I and — K I.  
1F — A be bijections, then the map it : — N defined by 
7r(k) = J O(k), 	for k E K, 
0(k), otherwise. 
is a permutation on, but x.,T(k 	c1(f) and X(k) ci(f ). 
Hence co(f) and c'(f )are not symmetric. 
Theorem 7.2.10. Let f be a modulus function. Then co(f) C c1(f) C l(f) and the 
inclusions are proper. 
Proof. Let (xk) E c'(f ). Then there exists L E Csuch that 
I— limf(Ixk— LI) =0. 
We have 
f(Ixkl) < 2f(Ixk-LI)+f2(ILI). 
Taking the supremum over k on both sides we get (xk) E 1(f). 
The inclusion cl(f) C c1(f) is obvious. 
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Theorem 7.2.11. The function It : rn'(f) —* is the Lipschitz function,where 
nt l (f) = c1(f) n 1oo(f)• 
anti hence tu►ilornily continuous 
Proof. Let a. 	mf (f ).r ~ y.Theii the sets 
As = {kEJ 	—h(x)I? 112—yH) E 1, 
Ay= {k EX:lyk — rt(y)i?IIx — yll}El. 
Thus the sets. 
B,={k 	xk—h(x)I<IIx—yII}Ern'(f), 
B„ = {k E T : IUk — rl(y)l < Ilx — ?III} C ml (f). 
Hence also f3 = B1 fl B 	rral (f ),so that B ~ b. 
Now taking k iii B. 
It(.r) - rl(Y)I < I1(x) - xkl + Ixk - ykl -} IUk - h(y)I 	31jx - yll. 
Thu., It is a Lipschitz function. For m(f) the result can be proved situilarly. 
Theorem 7.2.12. If x. y _ rrz'(f ),then (r .y) E ni1(f) and ri(xy) = h(x)h(y). 
Proof. For e > 0 
Br = {k EX lxk — r~(x)I <f} E nz1(f) , 
I3,,={kE1F:lyk—ri(y)I <c}Ern'(f). 
Now, 
- h(x)li(y)I = IXkYk — Xkh(y) I Xkh(y) — h(x')h(y)I 
< IXkIly. — h(y)I + Ih(y)Ilxk — h(x)l. 	(7.8J 
As mr (f) C (x ( f ),there exists an M E such that Ixkl < .11 and jh(y)I < Al. 
Using 'gn[7.8] we get 
xkvk - h(x)h(y) f < Ale + Me = 2AIe 
For all k E Bx r1 B y E Tnl (f ). Hence (a:.y) E m1(f) and h(1•y) = fi(:s)tfi(y). 
For m(f) the result can be proved similarly. 
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CHAPTER-8 
ON SOME I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE SPACES DEFINED BY 
A SEQUENCE OF MODULI 
8.1. INTRODUCTION 
Ruckle [6S-76], used the idea of a modulus function f to construct. the sequence 
spate 
X(f) = rx = (xk) : (J(lxkl)) E X}. 
Tlris space is an FR spar and Ruckle[681  proved that the intersecton of all such X(f) 
spaces is  y5, the space of all finite sequences. 
The space X(f) is closely related to the space 11 which is an X(f) space with 
f (x) = x for all real x > 0. Thus Ruckle(29j proved that, for any modulus f 
X(f) c li and X(f) ° = lee, 
where 
= (Yk) E w : 	f(IYkxkI) <00}. 
k=1 
The space X(f) is a Basch space with respect to the norm 
lirli _ E f(Ixk.) < oo.(See[29]). 
k=1 
Spaces of the type X(f) are a special case of the, spaces structured by B.Gramsch 
[17]. From the point of view of local convexity, spaces of the type X(f) are quite 
pathological. Therefore symmetric sequence spaces, which are locally convex have 
been frequently studied by D.J.H Garling]15-16], G.Kothe[52] and W.H.Ruckle[68-70]. 
""Example is the school of mankind, and they will learn at no other."-Edmund Burke. 
After then E.Kolk[53-54] gave an extension of X(f) by cosidering a sequence of 
modulii F = (fk) and defined the sequence space 
X(F) = {x = ( xk) : (fk(Ixkl)) E X}. 
In this chapter we introduce the following classes of sequence 
spaces. 
c'(F)={(xk)Ew:I—limfk(Ixk1)=L for some LEd}El, 
ca(F) = {(xk) E w: I — lim fk(Ixkl) = 0} E I. 
1(F)={(xk)Ew: sup fk(Ixkl)<oo}EI. 
k 
We also denote by 
m'(F) = c'(F) n 1.(F), 
and 
m(F) = co(F) n 1x(F) 
The following Lemmas will be used for establishing some results of this chapter. 
Lemma 8.1.1. Let E be a sequence space.If E is solid then E is monotone. 
Lemma 8.1.2. Let KE £(I) and MCN. If MCI. then MnN I. 
Lemma 8.1.3. If I C 2'v and MCN. If M I, tlieii MfN I. 
8.2. Main Results. 
Theorem 8.2.1. For any sequence of moduli F = ( fk), the classes of sequence, 
c1(F), cc(F), m'(F) and in(F) are linear spaces. 
Proof. We shall prove the result for the space c1 (F). The proof for the other spaces 
will follow similarly. Let (xk), (yk) E c'(F) and let a„3 be the scalars. Then 
I — lim fk (l xk —Lid) = 0, for some L1 E C;  
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I — Iun fk(tiyk — L2ti) = O, for some L2 E C. 
I, ha , is for a giv~'n F > 0. we have 
_ {k E A' : fk(Ixk — L I :) > 	E I. 	 [8.1] 
	
A2={kEA':fk(Iyk — L21)>2}EI. 	 (8.2] 
Sinc f k is a modulus function. we have 
fk(I((YXk + il3Yk) - (aLI + 3L2) 
5 fk(ICIIXk - LII) + fk(l I;Yk - L21) 
< fk(Ixk - LII) + MIA - L21). 
Now, by (8.1( and [8.21, we have 
{k E -V' fk(!(axk + 3yk) — (aL1 + 3L2)I) 
>e}cA,UA2. 
Therefore (axk + fiyk) E c1(F). Hence ct (F) is a linear space. 
Theorem 8.2.2. A sequence x = (xk) E m1(F) I-converges if and only if for every 
F () there exists :V, I such that 
{k El: fk('2k — N,I) <} E rn'(F). 	 [8.3] 
Proof. Suppose that L = I — lizn x. Then 
B, = {k E X : Ixk — LI < 2} E 7m'(F) 
fur all F > U. Fix an .\', E B. Then we have 
f 	f 
.r . — .r i < i.r,%-. —L: + L — rk < = E. 
Which holds for all k E B. Hence 
{k E] : fk(I xk — XN~I) <E} E m1(F) 
Conversely, suppose that 
{k E N : fk(IXk — XN(I) <f} E m'(F) 
That is 
{k E1T : (Ixk — XNI) <} E m'(F) 
for all E > 0. Then the set 
CE = {kEi xkE[xN,—E,x,v,+E]}Em'(F) 
for all E > 0. Let 
JE = [xN~ — EX  N, +€}. 
If we fix an E > 0 then we have 
CE E m1(F) as well as C- E m'(F) 
Hence 
CE nC Em' (F) 
This implies that 
J=Jc nJj: . 
Therefore 
{k EN:xkeJ}Em1(F) 
that is 
diam.J < diamJ, 
where the diain of J denotes the length of interval J. In this way, by induction we 
get the sequence of closed intervals 
JE=I0DI1 J.....2Ik~............ 
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with the property that 
1 
'Ilar,nIk < ydianilk-1 for (k = 2,3,4......) 
{kE:F:JkEIk}Eml (F) 
for k = 1.2.3.4........ Then there exists a E n'k where k E IlO such that { = I — lim x. 
So that 
fk(E) = I — lim fk(x), 
That i. 
L = I — lim fk(x). 
Theorem 8.2.3. The spaces c(F) and in(F) are solid and monotone 
Proof. We shall prove the result for c~(F). Let xk E co(F). Then 
I — lim fk(lxkl) = 0. 	 (8.41 
k 
Let (ak) be it sequence of scalars with jakl < 1 for all k E N. Then the result 
follows from eqn 18.41 and the following inequality 
fk(!akrkl) < 'okjfk(hkI) < fktxkI) for all k E N. 
That the space ca(F) is monotone follows from the Lemma 8.1.1. For m(F) the result 
can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 8.2.4. The spaces c1(F) and rn'(F) are neither solid nor monotone in 
general 
Proof. Ilere we give a counter example. 
Ltt I — I,., and 1(i) = x2 for all x 	[0, oc). Consider the K-step space X1<(f) of X 
defined as follows, 
Let (xk) E X and let (Yk) E XK be such that 
X/., 	if k is even, 
lift..ift.._ 	0. otherwise. 
Consider the sequence (xk) defined by (xk) = 1 for all k E N. 
Then (xk) E c'(F) but its K-stepspace preirnage does not belong to c1(F). Thus c'(F) 
is not Inonotone.Hence c'(F) is not solid. 
Theorem 8.2.5. The spaces c'(F) and col(F) are sequence algebras. 
Proof. We prove that co(F) is a sequence algebra. 
Let (xk). (Yk) E co(F). Then 
I — liIII Ek(Txld) = 0 
and 
I—lim fk(~yk~)=0 
Then we have 
I — 1iII1 fk(I(xk•qk)I) = 0
Thus (xk.yk) E ca(F) is a sequence algebra. 
For the space cl(F), the result can be proved similarly. 
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Theorem 8.2.6. The spaces c'(F) and co(F) are not convergence free in general. 
Proof. Here we give a counter example. 
Lrt I = If and f (x) = x3 for all x E (0, oo). Consider the sequence (1k) and (Yk) 
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defined by 
.rk _ 	and Yk = k for all k E N 
Then (x k ) E c1 (F) and co(F), but (9k) q c1(F) and co(F). 
Hence the spaces c1(F) and c' (F) are not convergence free 
Theorem 8.2.7. It I is not maximal and I ~ Ij, then the spaces c1(F) and c(F) 
are not ;•; nnrmetriu. 
Proof. Let A E I he infinite and f(x) = r for all xE O. x). 
If 
	
1 1, 	for k e A, 
~k = 0, otherwise. 
Then by lennna 8.1.3 (J•k) E co(F) C c'(F).Let K C d6' be such that K V I and 
1. Leto: K —+ A and v : N — K -+ 1G —A be bijections, then the rnap 
: X -- X defirrecl 1w 
7r(k) = J p(k), 	for k E 	K. 
l +b(k). otherwise. 
is a permutation on :A, but r;r( k ) 0 cf 	(F) and 	c( 	F) 
Hence c( F) and c' F) are not. syrrunetric. 
Theorem 8.2.8. Let F = (fk) be the sequence of modulii. Then co(F) C c1(F) C 
Iz , F i and the inclusions are proper. 
Proof. Let rk E r (F). Then there exists L E C such that 
I—limfk(11k—L1)=0. 
\Ve have 
1 	 1. 
< fk( r• — L4) + fx2(ILI). 
Taking the supremum over k on both sides we get xk E 1(F). The inclusion 
co(F) C c'(F) is obvious. 
Theorem 8.2.9, The function h : m. f (F) -* is the Lipschitz function, where 
m'(F) = c'(F) n 1(F), and hence uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Let x, y E m r(F), x 4 y. Then the sets 
A2 = {k ES' :Ixk—h(x)I ?IIx—y  II} El. 
Ay= {k EN:IYk — (y)I?IIx — y  ii} El. 
Thus the sets, 
Bx = {k E 	: I ~•k — n(x)I < IIx — yHI} E ini(F) 
By = {k E X : Yk — tt(y)I < Ilx — ylI} E m1(F) 
Hence also B = B1 n By E m1(F), so that B ~ O. 
Now taking k in B, 
hl(x) — rt(y)I 	Ih(s) — xkl + Ixk — 'Yki + IYk — h(y) I < 3 a' — JII• 
Thus h is a Lipschitz function. For m(F) the result can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 8.2.10. If x. y E mf (F), then (x.y) E in1(F) and h(: y) =  
Proof. For c > 0 
B2 = {k E i : Ixk — h.(x)I < e} E ntl (F), 
By= {kE1A:lyk—h(y)I <e}Em1(F) 
Now, 
I xkyk — h(x)h(y)I = I xkyk — Xkh(Y) + xkh(y) — h(x)h(J) 
<— Ixkllyk — h(y)l + Ih(y)Ilxk — h(x)I 	(8.5] 
As nil (F) C l~(F), there exists an Al E such that Ixkl < Al andIti(y)I < Al. 
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Using egn[8.5] we get 
XkYk — h(x)h(y)1 5 Ale + Ale = 2IJME 
For all k E Br n By E 7n1(F). Hence (x.y) E m l  (F) and h(xy) = h(x)h(y). 
For niol(F) the result can be proved similarly. 
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